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The Market days at Pioneer Farm have 

come to an end. 

Elaine Apperley of the Pioneer Farm 

Trust has provided the Valley Voice 

with the following statement. 

“It is with a sense of disappointment 

among the Pioneer Museum Park and the 

School P & C volunteers that due to a 

shortage of available helpers the Markets 
will not be continuing.  

Its 

all 

Go! 

Go! 

Go! 

at 

the  

K.V. 

Show 

But the markets are put to bed 
The community of Kangaroo Valley has many 
worthwhile and important activities which it 
supports to great effect but as in all situations 
there is a limit to the hours in the day everyone 
has and while the Market venture was felt to be 
one which would have been a worthwhile 
tourist venue and thus of value to our town, it is 
understandable that to maintain the many hours 
of voluntary input required neither group has 
had sufficient number of available volunteers to 
continue.                                  Elaine Apperley 

Iron Women in action: One of the highlights of each year’s Show. Lisa Champion scouted Osborne Park during 

the show to bring this and other images from the fun, competition and displays which are printed in this issue. 



Kangaroo Valley Voice was originally established under 
the Small Towns Program (an initiative of the  
Department of Business & Regional Development). 

K.V. Voice Inc. aims to support & develop the Valley’s 
economic, social & communication infrastructure. The 
Committee & Assistants are all volunteers, who donate 
their time and expertise for the benefit of our readers. 

All Valley residents, clubs & organisations are invited to 
forward editorial submissions.  

The K.V. Voice is financially self sufficient due to 
income received from local businesses and advertising. 
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Editorial 

DEADLINES 

for the April issue of the ‘VOICE’ 
 

Advertising, 
Wot’s On , Calender 

& Sports Report  
March 22, 2005 

 

Editorial Submissions 
March 24, 2005

 

Please do not leave your 
submission  

until the last day;  
being early is a great help to us.  

 

E-mail kvvoice@shoal.net.au 

The Editor 

WCs and RDOs 

In the February issue of The Voice, I read with 
“interest” the lengthy comments of Paul Marcus 
on various matters, but particularly the New 
Toilet Proposal and the fact that Retailers dared 
to take some time off. 
The issue of the toilets appeared to have been 
reasonably well covered already by several of 
the main players.   
I am prepared to say that I only know what I 
have been told on this subject and since much 

(Continued on page 4) 

This has been an interesting issue to 

produce, highlighting as it does the rare 

opportunity to witness democracy in action, 

through freedom of expression in the 

quantity and variety of letters to the Editor 

on the one hand and the contribution being 

made by many in the Valley to help those less 

fortunate than most on the other. 

Coupled with those observations there was the 
rare opportunity for individual participation in 
the process of local government, with the 
Public Meeting called to review the public 
amenity proposals. 
Our front page is “black and white” reflecting 
the continued success of the Show with the 
news that the Pioneer Farm markets are to be 
discontinued. 
The pity of that decision is that a potential 
tourist attraction has failed to attract worthwhile 
numbers and the Farm loses a valuable income 
source. 
Yet our neighbours at Berry have monthly 
markets renowned throughout the state for their 
variety and value. 
Another opportunity gone begging we suggest 
and the ones likely to feel the effect will be the 
tourism focused shops and restaurants who 
must rely on visitors to keep their businesses 
viable. 
The public amenities debate (compared to real 
problems in the world) also bears comparison 
with Berry. 
The public amenities there consist of one 
building at the Northern end of Queen St and 
another “out of town” to the south on the 
Princes Highway. 
Why Kangaroo Valley needs four amenity 
blocks is a puzzle for clever minds to sort out it 
seems, althought the public meeting might 
allow some differing points of disinterested 
views to be presented. 
Perhaps the Lions Club, who are asking for 
input about worthwhile programs to support, 
(see page 8), could be encouraged to take over 
the revamp of the Osborne Park facilities, so as 
to fast track the Council timetable by five years, 
or more. 

Leading by example 

The Lions already administer the swimming 
pool facility to good effect and the amenity 
block is an important asset for the activity. 
As Toni Moran reports from the Maldives, 
(page 9), the 1200 people on her island, live on 
the beach and share just 12 toilets. 
Perhaps we have lost our sense of proportion 
and priority somewhat. 
How refreshing then to read of the success of 
the efforts of three of our young citizens and 
others who have raised more than $30,000 (see 
page 3),to help a friend in need, of the efforts of 
Alice Oppen in a caring way to improve the 
lives and chances at life of thousands of women 
in far off lands (page 11) and the practical 
example of unselfishness in the Ecumenical 
Harvest festival service. 
As said many times before the pages of the 
Valley Voice are available for the presentation 
of all views about matters of interest and 
concern to this community. 
As Voltaire put it “I disapprove of what you 
say, but I will defend to the death your right to 
say it”. 
Just because there is disagreement does not 
automatically mean there is enmity, yet that is 
often the destructive and blinkered approach 
used by some in their to win arguments, 
dominate others and drown out the voices of 
reason.
Discussion should not automatically lead to 
dissension if there are differing opinions. 
There is place and purpose for all points of 
view in a supposedly democratic community 
and that theory will undoubtedly be tested 
incoming weeks as the Council takes opinions 
on board about their proposals and consensus 
on what appears to be the primary issue in 
Kangaroo Valley at present.  
One hopes that our perspective will  be 
sharpened by awareness of the privations and 
problems of others and gratitude that many in 
the community are willing to do something 
about those situations in a positive way. 
We applaud those willing to bend their backs 
and lend a helping hand.                   Carl Leddy
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Pictures clockwise from top right Ben Reid, Jessica Champion, 
Ellie Royal, Hannah Reid and Jane Anderson enjoy their 

chocolate cake.Reuben, John and Jack Bacon playing 
tractor rides.Jessica and Daniel Cai:Helen Scarf and 
Archie:Trudy Van-Gestel and Ollie:Lorraine Boyd 
and her Archie:Elaine and Luca Porter and pony: 
Champion Women’s Haystacking team (l to r) Liz 
Cunninghame, Coach Belinda Watson, Mary 
Pentecost and Liz 
Aitken. 

Top Left 
The Northern District 
takes out first prize in 
the Pavilion 

The February edition of the Voice 

published a sad article of a vibrant 

young lady,  Michela Stefanello who is 

fighting her battle with cancer.  
She is a dear friend to many of the local girls. 

An 'Assistance to Michela Steffanelo 
Committee', has been formed to help raise 
money to assist her family with the huge 
financial costs of her treatments and to help her 
with the best possible care and treatments for  
the next phase of her illness. 
The committee held a fundraising and auction 
dinner at Craigieburn Resort on the 18th of 
February.  
We are pleased to report that the evening was 
nothing but a huge success!!  

The profits made for assisting Michela 

was $32,274!  
The committee and Michela’s family were 

Local girls say thank you 

for overwhelming support 
absolutely overwhelmed and thankful to the 
community spirit that helped make this night 
such a huge success.  
A huge thank you to the local people and 
businesses who donated goods and services that 
were auctioned off on the night.  
They include; Bruce and Mary Preston, 
Kangaroo Valley Safaris, Jenoma Cottage, Cafe 
Bella, John and Marion Smart, Miscellaneum, 
Lily Meade, The Finishing Touch Homewares,  
Mim Beim, This is Living and the 'Valley 
Voice' for their continuing support. 
A big thankyou also, to all those people who 
donated cash and cheques, it is very much 
appreciated.  
The committee is still open and donations of 
cash and cheques still be made. (cheques made 
payable to the 'Assistance to Michela Stefanello 
Committee'). c/- P. O. Box 243, Bowral NSW 
2576 

For more information,  Phone 
Rose Rodden - 44651505 
Amanda Robb- 44651626 
Heidi Smart-    44651322 
A big thankyou once again, your assistance and 

support is greatly appreciated. 

The 2005 Kangaroo Valley Show picture gallery 
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Letters to the Editor 

Dear Editor, 

Thanks for the Show 

I would just like to take this opportunity to 
comment on the great atmosphere of the show. I 
attended the show as moral support for an act in 
the junior talent show, which was amazing; 
from the cheeky cupid song to boys of summer 
by a young boy to the dancing girls and the 
band of boys it was great they all had fun and 
performed well. The audience was really 
supportive towards all acts and the judges gave 
great tips on the judging sheets. As I left the 
talent briefly to answer the call of hot food I 
made my way to the lions food stall, after 
seeing many people I knew my order was taken 
by a friendly face, within what must have been 
40 seconds of placing my order and paying a 
very small price a bag was put in my hand with 
an 'enjoy your meal'. I made my way back to 
my spot on the grass and sat down to watch the 
remaining acts I found my meal expertly 
cooked with everyone of my fussy 
requirements. The act I had come for was over 
before I knew it she was great she sat down 
momentarily then we were off we went down to 
the ponies, waved at policeman turned around 
and came back we entered the pavilion next 
where we saw a great carved watermelon and 
my brothers trophy winning tomatoes, some 
mouth watering cakes and some amazing, 
beautiful and indescribable flowers we returned 
past the talent show after fairy floss my friend 
bought some but I wasn't to keen on paying 
money for electric blue vomit booster but was 
given the leftovers anyway. Feeling queasy we 
finished our fairy floss and left remembering a 
great afternoon with lovely people nice fairy 
floss high-class produce and a great show, 
thank you to everyone that attended on Friday 
for making it such a great day and 
congratulations to everyone in the talent quest, 
it was extremely entertaining. 

Treska Hawkins 13 years, 

The Editor 

Re “Peak tourism season” 

P. Marcus February Valley Voice 

With 12 years of trading, 7 days a week in 
holiday times, the best reply is  

“What an idiot”                          

Q. Starling 

Country Pickins 

The Editor 

Thanks but no thanks!

I wrote my letter to the Voice in December to 
inform the community of a plan to build public 
toilets in the village because although, 
consultation had taken place nobody seemed to 
know anything about it. 

The Editor 

More background on toilet proposal 

My first reaction to Barbara's letter was to 
wonder what business it is of anyone's what we 
lobbied council to approve or disapprove. 
However I thought to answer Barbara's 
letter I should let the facts speak for 
themselves:- 
    1) The KVCA letter to council (4/11/04) 
shows that the Vice President knew about this 
proposal by late October not late November. 
Did other members of the community? 
    2) A proposed site is just that, "proposed". 
Since a DCP is not legally binding on council, 
untill a DA is applied for and approved, the site 
remains "proposed".  
As for the KVCA not existing - maybe not in 
name but most of the faces on the committees 
were KVCA. 
    3) The proposed DCP66 had two residences 
in our area of the village shown outside the 
"Retail Core" and all our lobbying achieved one 
thing - the "Retail Core" boundary was moved 
from one side of our properties to the other. 
Both properties were then, are now and will be 
residences.  
As I tried to explain to the KVTA meeting on 
10/2/05 we had very strong legal and ethical 
reasons why we had to lobby for the inclusion 
of our property into the "Retail Core". 

(Continued from page 2) 

of the factual information is historic and well 
documented, I fail to see how several versions 
of the truth are being bandied around.   
I am not an expert on toilets, but know from 
regular contact with tourists in the Village, that 
the current arrangements are not suitable from 
the aspects of convenience, town image, 
signage, health and fairness.   
To throw personal insults around relating to 
“rocking-horses” and ignoring that business 
owners pay rates too, turns what should be a 
rational discussion into an argument. 
When it comes to the topic of Retailers taking 
days off, I originally wrote a much longer reply.  
I then thought better of it since it started to take 
on the negative tones exhibited by Paul Marcus.  
With great restraint, I would merely point out 
that the retailers in the Valley run their own 
businesses and are not answerable to what Mr.
Marcus may misguidedly feel is inconvenient. 
They obviously want to take care of the tourists 
that come to the Valley, since that is their 
livelihood.       
They are also entitled to a life.     
Would Mr. Marcus like to constructively 
suggest how the retailers can remain open and 
still have a life? 
Whilst there will be an ongoing situation of at 
least some businesses closing on the quietest 
days, I am grateful to Derek Lucas for 
proposing an idea which I will discuss with my 
fellow retailers. The suggestion involves a 
“Sorry, we are closed.” door sign with a one 
week calendar showing which businesses are 
open and which are closed, so that tourists do 
not have to wander around aimlessly on quiet 
days.                   
Constructive suggestions beat vitriol any day! 
In a small, community-minded population like 
Kangaroo Valley, where everybody’s level of 
amenity is tied up to some degree with the level 
of tourism, it is a shame that so much negative 
feeling should be generated against the very 
people trying to support tourism.     
I am not in a position to speak on behalf of the 
other retail businesses, but I feel that 
constructive comment and feed-back is one 
thing………..Sniping is another.  

Yours sincerely, 

Ken Novich 

Dear Editor, 

… and another Well done!  

On behalf of the ten young members of the 
Kangaroo Valley Pony Club, I would like to 
thank the organisers and especially the stewards 
on Saturday for all the work they did to make 
this a wonderful experience for those riders 
who were attending their first ever competition 
day.  
Sensational.  

Penny Rose (Senior Instructor, KVPC) 

Thanks for your support Barbara but I don’t 
think you understand the point.  
If your support is to build a toilet block 25 
meters from my backdoor instead of 35 meters 
then it was nothing but a sarcastic remark made 
to offend. 
However, the issue here is not one of petty 
arguing, the heart of it is this.  
Why should council spend $65000, plus on 
going costs to build two disabled toilet cubicles 
so close to the Osborne park toilets?  
These toilets are used by the community and 
visitors on a regular basis, have some serious 
health and safety issues and no disabled 
facilities. 
What would you like to see happen?  
We could call for council to roll the money over 
into a fund to upgrade Osborne Park amenities 
and bring the job forward as a priority.  
If we have to wait until 2009/2010 as proposed 
to see this job done while 2 cubicles are built 
100 metres away I believe it is an outrage. 
Also, I actually AM a mother of two small 
children and yes I would walk the distance to 
the facilities.  
You can’t expect a toilet to be there the second 
you want it.  
THAT is the unrealistic expectation that is 
directly damaging our health and the 
environment.  
We see this damage when looking at the 
Kangaroo Valley River.  
The demand placed on it by modern society that 
is demanding more facilities as we become 
lazier is killing our beautiful river.  
Let’s not be part of the problem.  
Upgrade the toilets we already have before we 
build more!                                                                      

Yours Sincerely  

Nicole Ison  

    4) A check of the "Australian Building Code" 
will soon tell you who should provide toilets for 
their patrons.  
So why should the rest of the community have 
to shoulder part of their business running cost? 
So, Barbara I am supporting you - no toilets in 
the car-park and this "ugly" building shouldn't 
be built at anyone’s back door.  
Have a read of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979.  
You will see we have considerable support. 

Les Adams  

More letters page 6 
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Miss Shelleys Flower Shop 
Studio now at Gerroa 

 

02 4234 4409 bh 
0422 687 854 ah 

Innovative, Creative, Original and Traditional 
 

Fresh cut flowers bought directly from Sydney Flower Markets 
Orders of $20 and more Kangaroo Valley available daily, personally by us, 7 days a week 

 
 

National and International deliveries to your loved ones is easy, 
call us for more details or drop in to see us 

Flowering Hours 8.30 am - 5.30 pm Monday to Saturday 
 

Sundays are also available (but only after coffee!) 

Honour Roll 
 

Country Womens' Association Award  
              Marie Good 
 

Bomaderry High School Scholarship   
              Kayle Butterworth and Jilly Royal  
 

James Bray Memorial ANZAC Award   
              Maisie Cohen 
 

Lions Award      
              Andrew Kent 
 

Rotary Award 
              Taite Beetson, Henri Rutherford.  
 

Joshua Lee Library Award  
              Niamh McDonald and Andrew Cai 
 

Visual Arts Award  
              Michael Eccles and Mikaela Smith  
 

Quiet Achiever Award  
              Kathleen Bernie 

Joan Bray presents the James Bray 

Memorial Anzac Award to  

Maisie Cohen 

Lorraine Mairinger presenting the LIONS 

Award to Andrew Kent 

Lorraine Mairinger presenting Kathleen 

Birnie with “The Quiet Achiever” Award 

School awards for excellence 2004 

As I returned to Norfolk only just last week, the 

days are short... and the difference is such a long, 

long way from the memorable first weekend of 

December, spent there in Kangaroo Valley at 

Clerevale just before our Family Christmas 

Celebrations in Sydney.  

Previous several visits to the Southern Highlands 

are particularly remembered to the sparkling 

place Berrima, where the Lavender Farm sold 

locally produced fragrant bottles of Lavender Oil. 

Sadly, this Farm has now long gone.  

It was my first Visit to Kangaroo Valley although 

I have made the long trip to Sydney to visit 

Family since 1991.  

Our stay at Clerevale was comfortable and you 

both gave us a warm welcome.  

We took lots of photographs, and even the King 

Parrots flew down onto the snack table on cue for 

the Visitors to take pictures !  

But to relate as to the spectacular sights and 

sounds of the area, Kangaroo Valley is an 

experience all of its own: Waterfalls, Spectacular 

Vistas, Winery Visits, Kiama... it really is a place 

just a couple of hours south of Sydney where you 

can relax and get away from the roar of the 

traffic!  

By Train and Car you can change your aspect of 

Australia -- and exchange it for an amazingly 

different aspect!  

Away from Sydney's three-lanes of buzzing 

traffic... this area of Kangaroo Valley gives way 

to the most spectacular scenery!  

Words really cannot describe the transformation 

for that experience: from congestion >> into 

tranquillity. Kangaroo Valley leads the visitor 

onto every twist and turn of the road giving way 

to the breathtaking vistas of the rises and valleys: 

this is Kangaroo Valley - the place with 

memories, the place that longs for another visit. 

Maggie Cooper Norwich, January, 2005 

A visitor writes about “discovering the valley” 
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May I help? 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
As your Federal member, it is my role to  
facilitate and assist you and your family  

with any concerns you might have. 
My office is located at 24 Berry Street,  
Nowra and is open from 8 am to 6 pm 

Monday to Friday or  you can contact me on  
4423 1782 or toll free on 1300 301 790 

 

I regularly visit Kangaroo Valley  
and am more than happy to call or visit  

you if you cannot get to my office. 

Joanna Gash MP 
Federal Member for Gilmore 

The Editor 

Water, water, everywhere 

When, several years ago I heard of the plan to 

(Continued on page 12) 

Editor’s note 

At Elaine Apperley's request John Walker has 
supplied the correct details of the book "The 
Dream of a Lifetime" in an article submitted to 
the Community Corner page 6 of the February 
Voice. 

The Editor 

Some corrections 

I would like to correct a couple of mistakes in 
the article and photo in the February Voice. 
The first was I found after 49 years of marriage 
I had married a Parrish and not Shirley 
Anderson. 
The reason that the Anderson name was not on 
the plaque on the new seat is the Shirley’s 
father was not from Kangaroo Valley but from 
Robertson.  
So he was not a K.V. Pioneer, but her mother’s 
people were. 
They farmed the property now owned by the 
Farris family at Upper K.V. River. 
Secondly, a further correction is that the book 
given to the K.V. Historical Society was about 
the Walker Family, but was written about the 
family of George Walker and not about 
William, his father. 
As stated George was killed in a farm accident 
when he was 65 and his grandson Bill Graham 
felt that a lot of his grandchildren had not been 
born at that time and did not know him, so 
researched the family history so as to have a 
record of his life. 
I would like to thenk Elaine Apperley for the 
article and the work she and all the other 
helpers at Pioneer Farm do and I also appreciate 
the K.V. Voice and the work so many do, to 
bring it to us all, each month. 

Yours faithfully 

John Walker 

The Editor 

Let’s look ahead 

Does anybody share the Vision and is it 
feasible? 
Having completed the first 4 years of my 
lifetime apprenticeship in The Valley, I think I 
have a better feeling about how things work 
than when I first arrived.  
I have also given some time to thinking just 
how things might work in the future.      
If there is not a concerted effort to steer things 
in the right direction, I see a potential for us to 
lose control of our future.    
Most residents would appear to support the idea 
of a healthy economy with the protection of our 
environment.  
I do not believe we can just watch and assume it 
is going to happen. 
I see a long term danger that our beautiful 
environment will be viewed by government 
authorities as “too good a place for so few 
people” .    
As they have the power to change our current 
planning rules, they may tinker with them to 
suit their own financial and political ends. 
On the other hand, unless we can provide 
employment close at hand for our younger 
generations and somewhere for them to live, we 
are likely to lose them to the larger towns, cities 
or Queensland.   
Our Valley could conceivably become a 
beautiful retirement village with an average age 
of 70.  
Not that 70 is not a good age! 
I ask the question of all residents whether it is 
not time to produce a Community Based plan of 
what we feel Kangaroo Valley should be like in 
the future?          
Something with a Win – Win outcome. 
With the rationalization (if rational is the right 
word ) of the Dairy Industry and the large 
number of ex-city land owners, there are large 
acreages of very fertile land growing grass for 

To the Editor, 

Thanks for support 

It was very good of you to publish the update 
on Women's Plans Foundation in the last issue.  
There is an important item to be added:   
the donation of raffle and auction items by 

More letters to the Editor hungry ride-on mowers.         
Is there a way that land-owners can co-
operatively make better use of the land, whilst 
safeguarding the future? 
There are several people experimenting with 
various crops from limes to nuts to dates, but I 
feel sure that with a coordinated approach, 
swapping of information and a Vision, we 
could develop a productive agricultural 
industry.   
As a Co-operative with a comprehensive 
business plan, governments would be much 
more likely to listen when the various grants for 
research and development are being distributed.       
A Co-operative would also enable an inclusive 
scheme for everybody in The Valley.  
There is a wealth of talent, experience and skill 
in Kangaroo Valley if it could be harnessed in 
one positive direction.  
A mixture of local knowledge with imported 
knowledge could be a formidable force.  
Done successfully, we could develop a “value 
adding” industry which along with the fresh 
product, could be marketed for sale outside the 
area as well as in our own outlets in Kangaroo 
Valley.  
Done properly, this in itself generates Tourism, 
for which we already have an excess capacity. 
If you need examples of how agricultural 
“Industry” has created sustainable prosperity 
and tourism, take a look at the Ginger industry 
at Buderim or the Dairy industry on King 
Island.   
This week, I found a range of sparkling water 
with citrus juices on sale in Nowra.  
They were produced in Margaret River.   
We are not talking about an industry with 3 
storey factories and smoke stacks.  
We are probably looking at small co-
operatively owned farm sheds set up for a 
particular purpose. 
I dare say there are holes that could be shot 
through many of the above ramblings.   
If there are sufficient people that would like to 
investigate whether it is fiction that could 
possibly be converted to fact, I am happy to 
facilitate an initial discussion forum, maybe late 
in March.   
Whether the planning is taken to a second stage 
could be decided by the participants.  
If you are totally against the idea of such 
“development”, please do not shoot the 
messenger.  
Express your interest and present the reasons to 
the group.  
These reasons could obviously be very valid. 
Please send me your expression of interest 
(preferably by Email, but Fax / Phone if you 
have to) with your return addresses and I will 
come up with a suggested date and venue. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ken Novich 

Email : ken@miscellaneum.com.au                                        
Tel :  4465 2001   Fax : 4465 2252                                                                        

Valley residents. 
Two B and B stays were donated and already 
have been enjoyed by their purchasers. 
Larraine Hahlos and Carl Leddy of Clerevale, 
donated a midweek stay at Clerevale for the 
raffle, attracting many to increase their  
number of raffle tickets; 
David and Christine Short, of Tyndale, donated 
a four-day stay at Tyndale for auction, 
stimulating spirited bidding which interested 
many people in Kangaroo Valley stays. 
Both of these establishments are havens of 
charm and comfort, with warmly gracious 
proprietors.   
Their generosity is greatly appreciated. 
The support of these Valley people contributed 
significantly to the funds raised.   
The funds are then trebled by AusAID, for 
reproductive health in areas of poverty, vital for 
effective overseas aid and development 
programs in Southeast Asia and the South 
Pacific. 

With thanks to all, 

Alice Oppen 
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Chamber Music 
Presenting two of Australia’s top ensembles  

in a weekend of fine music in a unique country house near Berry 
 

The Australian Trio 
Saint Saens Beethoven Schubert 
Saturday 23 April 2.30 pm 

 

The Australian Bach Ensemble 
Bach and his French contemporaries 

Sunday 24 April 2.30 pm 
 

Bookings and enquiries:                         Tickets $45 
Tel: 9460 2796 or (ah) 9498 7735         (includes light refreshments) 
Mob: 0418675863 
Fax: 8765 9977 
 

Email: music@zilco.com.au 
www.villa.chambermusic.info 

What a fitting Harvest Festival Service following our successful 

Annual Show.  
A sausage sizzle, on the verandah of the Kangaroo Valley Uniting Church, 
was a most pleasant way to start the Sunday evening following the show.  
A big electrical storm had cooled the air and the Combined Churches 3rd 
Annual Harvest Festival was underway in a pleasant, happy atmosphere.  
Following the meal we all took our seats in the beautifully decorated 
church.  

Rev. Graham Castle (Anglican), 
Father Rohan (Catholic) and 
Pastor Graham Bird (Uniting) 
combined to conduct the service.  
The hymn singing was 
wonderful and it was heard said 
"we could give "Songs of 
Praise" (a popular service 
broadcast on ABC TV at 11 am 
each Sunday) a run for their 
money"  
Many thanks to all who donated 
to the Harvest Display which 
was greatly appreciated by the 
Nowra Salvation Army. 

Narelle and Robert Cochrane 

Festival Service a real treat 

The impressive decorative offering, the centrepiece of the Harvest 

Festival Service, donated by Valley people for all to share. 
Father Rohan, Pastor Bird and  

Rev Castle, ready for combined prayers. 

Congratulations to Yarrawa 
Champion Shoalhaven Wine

Last year we brought you news of our 

very own Winery’s success at the Kiama 

Wine Show, and this year they have 

done it again.   
But even better.  

Mark and Sue Foster were the proud recipients 
of three Awards at the recent 2005 South Coast 
Wine Show.  
SILVER MEDAL for the  2004 
CHAMBOURCIN, a dry red table wine, their 
speciality. 
SPECIAL AWARDS for the BEST WINE, red 
or white, produced in a Shoalhaven Winery and 
the BEST CHAMBOURCIN in the area. 
Anyone who has enjoyed the chambourcins 
from the last three years and had the good 
fortune to taste last year’s vintage will heartily 
concur with the judges’ decisions and what a 
thrill it is for this delightful hard working 
couple, whose ongoing generous involvement 
in the community is greatly appreciated.  
Visitors to the Valley are as welcome as the 
locals, and tastings can be arranged for most 
days, best to phone first to give Mark time to 
change out of his ‘busy with the vines’ clothes 
and don his favourite ‘successful victualler’ 
attire.  
Cellar door sales and credit card facilities are 
available….Tel .44651165 
The Vineyard is situated on Scotts Rd, Upper 
River, about 20 mins from the Village.  
The 2005 Vintage is eagerly awaited, and each 
day the precious grapes are tested for the all 
important sugar content, to ensure the best 
possible chance of maybe a gold medal, next 
year.  
The Fosters involve many willing people from 
the area with the harvest, as this must be 
completed in one day, and a good fun day it is 
too. Well done Mark and Sue.  

Joan Bray 
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Busy! Busy! Busy!

March will be a busy month with the 

Business Meeting on March 1 at 11 am 

followed at 12.30 pm by a shared lunch 

and Guest Speaker -CHRISTINE 

WIDMARK, Medical Liaison Person for 

the Nowra Private hospital. 

Christine will speak on wound care.  
Christine will also be wanting feed back on 

health care issues and topics within the 

community.
Busy hands are preparing for the Group Land 
Handicraft and Cookery Competition which 
will be held on Wednesday, March 9 in 

Osborne Park Community Hall.  
This Competition will showcase craft and 
cooking from all branches within the group. 
At 10 am while the judging is taking place, 
CWA members and the general public are 
invited to hear local Courtney Clark (who has 
an OAM for services to the Food and Catering 
Industry) and Dr Kay Double speak about 
Parkinson’s disease. 

Dr Double in a Research Fellow with the 

Prince of Wales Medical Research Institute, 

Senior Lecturer, Visiting Scientist with the 

Department of Neurology Royal North Shore 

Hospital, Visiting Scientist, Clinical 

Neurochemistry Clinic and Polyclinic for 

Psychiatry and Psychotherapy with the 

University of Witzburg, Witzburg Germany.

A busy lady who finds time to enjoy her 
husband and 19- month old son, Dr Double will 
speak on the medical aspects of Parkinson’s 
disease while Courtney will speak about this 
disease from a sufferer’s point of view.   
                            HeatherKelly Publicity Officer

CAN I HELP YOU? 
 

With any State issue including: 
Schools, law and order, health, environment. 

 

 Contact my office on 
 Tel: 4861 3623   Fax: 4861 3546   
 

 Peta Seaton, MP 
 Member for Southern Highlands 

PETA SEATON, M.P. 

MEMBER FOR  
SOUTHERN  
HIGHLANDS 
 

Shadow Minister for 
Infrastructure and 
Planning 
Shadow Minister for the 
Illawarra 
 Shadow Minister for 
Reform of Government 

Country Womens Association 
Kangaroo Valley Branch 

 

Leonine News 

What do we do? 

Last year (the Lions International year ends on 
30 June, like the Australian financial year) 
members of Kangaroo Valley Lions Club spent 
over 7000 hours on community projects, much 
of it on the Ambulance Station and Community 
Centre – all of course on a voluntary basis.
As previously reported, we decide to take a rest 
this year.   
But “rest” is a relative term: in the first six 
months, our members still spent over 700 
hours – on projects including management of 
the swimming pool and the community centre, 
mowing the public footpath, driver reviver, 
Lions Youth of the Year Quest and our 
Christmas raffle.
Last month, in the 2 days of the Kangaroo 
Valley Show alone Lions spent 258 hours – 
catering in the kiosk and running the Healthy 
Community tent. 

What would you like us to do?

No one has yet complained of boredom, but it’s 
time to start thinking about our next major 
project – to be undertaken (or begun) in the 
next Lions year.   
Naturally, we’d like to make sure that whatever 
is chosen enjoys widespread support in our 
community.  So we shall welcome ideas from 
everyone in Kangaroo Valley.  
Please contact Keith Engelsman (President) on 
4465-1343 or Tony Barnett (Secretary) on 
4465-1800 with your suggestions. 

New members

Last month we were very pleased to welcome 2 
new members into our Club – Tim Stapleton, of 
Grapevine Restaurant fame, and David 
Gregory, a teacher at Glengarry.     

Tony Barnett 

PROPERTY FOR SALE

 !!!! 10 acres, fertile soil, cleared 

 !!!! Old dairy, power, fencing 

 !!!! Shed fitted with weekender 

 !!!! Devt. Approval for house 

Lindy Ross             Ph 44651404 

 
 

The cost of printer cartridges! 
If you would like to save about 50% 
on the cost of feeding your hungry 

printer, look at this… 
Quality compatible cartridges 

available for most printers at very 
reasonable prices. 

Ring or email with your printer 
make and model and cartridge 

number ahead of your requirement, 
to ensure we have your cartridges 

in stock. 
Quality guaranteed. 

4465 1887 
greenfrogprints@bigpond.com 

Dr Kay Double 

The Kangaroo Valley VIEW Club held its 

AGM on Feb 11 and the new Committee for 

2005 was elected.  
There was no reluctance for the positions on the 

V.I.E.W. Club news—big garage sale coming up 
day, as the pre-meeting arm twisting had been 
very successful and in the main, painless.  
The Club is looking forward to another happy 
social year with lots of good fellowship, 
interesting guest speakers and above all FUN.  
The annual Garage sale to raise money  for the 
Smith Family will be held on SATURDAY  
APRIL 16 on  the southern Nowra Rd. outside 
the village. If you have been indulging in a 
household clean up over the holidays, maybe 
there are some  ‘treasurers’ that would be 
suitable for re-sale. The Club would appreciate 
any contributions.  
Please call Carole McCallum 44 651 159 or 
Joan Bray 44 651 851 if you can help. 
The Committee for 2005 is 
President                   Carole Mc Callum,  
Vice President         Eileen Laughlin,  
Secretary                   Joan Bray,  
Assist. Secretary      Lee Sharam,  
Delegate                    Margaret McLachlan,  
Treasurer                 Betty Allan,  
Assist. Treasurer      Lee Weekes,  
Programme Officers Jan Starkey and Jill 
Anderson: Publicity …Elaine Riedel
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First impressions 
I arrived in the Maldives not knowing 

what to expect.   

The images in my mind and  visions seen 

on television of the destruction from the 

tsunami were far from the reality.   
After two weeks my eyes have been opened.  
This is my story from the field. 
The Maldives is a small country made up of 
over one thousand islands in eighteen atolls.  
An atoll is a group of islands.   
I have been placed as a volunteer teacher in a 
small school in Meemu atoll on the island of 
Kolhufushi.   
This tiny island is just three kilometres long and 
six hundred and fifty metres wide. 
There was nowhere to go when the waves of 
December 26 hit this small farming community.  
Many of the inhabitants were washed off the 
island into a lagoon on the other side.   
The lagoon wall then created a rebound effect 
and the waves pounded back over, 
unceremoniously dumping people on the beach.  
In just one minute, three waves destroyed the 
infrastructure, livelihood and faith of the people 
of Kolhufushi.  

With the island under six feet of water 

the entire population of 1200  

slept in boats that night,  

and for the next two nights.   
Nine people lost their lives: six others are still 
missing.   
Ayinath described the terror of that day, 
“ I was inside my house when the water rose 
suddenly.   
I was pushed up to the ceiling.  
There was nowhere to go.  
I was very frightened as I held my six year old 
son.  
The force of the water was so strong.” 
Martin sat on the roof of his house looking for 
his younger brothers. 
“It was just one minute, and the water rose so 
quickly.  We slept in boats for three nights.   
We only had the clothes we were wearing.   
The government bought some food for us the 
next day.   
Our families who were living in Male’ (capital 
city), began arriving to help us.   
It took them a long time to get here because of 
all the debris floating on the sea.   
Even now, the government has advised us not 
to travel on the sea at night.   
It is too dangerous.” 
Looking out over the water I can see four large 
uprooted trees lodged on the edge of the reef.  
These trees, I’m told, were washed here from 
Indonesia.   
The reef itself is also littered with debris. 
When the water finally subsided, it became 
evident that there was nothing to go back to. 
80% of the island buildings were destroyed.  
All of the houses gone – only a few crumbling 
walls remained standing.   
All possessions washed out to sea.   
There was no food, no fresh water, no power or 
communication.   
The mango trees and breadfruit trees will no 
longer provide food or a source of income for 
the village.   
Those that were not killed by the waves, are 

dying due to salination 
of the water table.   
The vegetable gardens 
are deep in sand and silt.   
The bananas are slowly 
regenerating, but do not have fruit yet.   
Coconuts are the only food on the island. 
The school, health centre and mosques appear 
relatively untouched from the outside.   
Nothing, however, remains inside.   
No furniture, no teaching resources, no medical 
supplies, and a library of 7000 books gone.   
The people of Kolhufushi have to start again.  
With outside help and a strong community 
spirit, they have started to rebuild. 
On the pristine white beach, bounded by an 
aquamarine sea, hexagonal tents house the 
entire population.   
Each family has been allocated one tent.   
All other facilities are shared.   

An ablutions block with 12 showers  

and toilets caters for 1200 people.   
All cooking and eating is communal.   
The women take shifts cooking and serving 
meals.   
Everybody lines up, myself included, for food 
and water.   
With the fresh water table destroyed, a 
desalination plant provides the community with 
potable drinking water.   
The camp area, so quickly established, is 
remarkably clean.   
But, disease is a problem.   
Many people have had Cholera and all of the 
children were vaccinated against Diptheria. 
A small group of builders have started erecting 
prefabricated dormitories containing single 
rooms in blocks of forty.   
Each family will move from a tent to the 
dormitory when they are completed.   
The rest of the island remains untouched.   
For many of the residents, it is still too painful 
to look at, and the contemplation of cleaning 
and rebuilding brings overwhelming despair. 
Martin says to me, 
“I do not like coming to this part of the island.  

From the Maldives—a Tsunami report 
filed by—Toni  Moran 

It makes me feel helpless and very sad when I 
am here.” 
A sea plane arrives while I am talking to him 
and he cringes.   
“That sound is very similar to the tsunami. I 
don’t like it. It is scary.” 
I do my best to comfort him, and know that my 
work here has only just begun. 

A few weeks later
A strong Islamic community, the kind, gentle, 
caring people of Kolhufushi are existing as 
never before.   
1200 of them housed on a stretch of beach, once 
pristine, now littered with tents, generators, 
water tanks, tarpaulins, and boxes of donated 
food, water and clothing.  
A day in a community crisis centre is far 
removed from ‘normal’ life.   
I have been fortunate to be welcomed with open 
arms.   
The people on this island have bent over 
backwards to ensure I am comfortable and 
included in their daily activities. 
Wandering around this makeshift village it 
appears that life goes on as usual.  

(Continued on page 22) 
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ANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICESANJON PROFESSIONAL SERVICES  

MINI DINGO DIGGER HIREMINI DINGO DIGGER HIRE  

MOBILE LOG SPLITTINGMOBILE LOG SPLITTING  
JOHN MCKINLEY 

KANGAROO V ALLEY 

MOBILE - 0428 610 508 

A.H. - 4465 1181 

FAX - 4465 1904

* MOBILE LOG SPLITTING 

* CHAINSAW OPERATING  

* LAWN MOWING

* FIREWOOD SUPPLIES

* 4 IN 1 BUCKET

* TRENCHING

* POST HOLE BORING

* SOIL LEVELLING

* POLY PIPE LAYING

* ROTARY HOEING

* STUMP GRINDING  

* ANGLE BLADE  

* RUBBISH REMOVAL 

DIFFICULT & CONFINED AREAS 1.1 MTR ACCESS

Play Dough 
Playdough is great fun, but why is it also 

an important learning tool? 
*Playdough feels good.  It can soothe & calm. 
Children (& adults) enjoy this sensory 
experience.  Touch is one sense that helps 
children become aware of where their bodies 
are in space.  Manipulating playdough in 
different ways also gives children a sense of 
their power to effect change. 
*Squeezing, rolling, poking & pulling 
playdough helps to strengthen & co-ordinate 
the fine muscles in hands & fingers – muscles 
that need to get ready for more complex skills 
such as writing. 
*Concepts such as long/short, more/less, full/
empty, same/different can be explored with 
playdough. 
*Mathematical skills are developed.  How 
many cakes?  Is there enough to fill the cup?  
How many more eggs do we need to fill the 
carton? 
*Imagination & creativity develop as 
playdough is manipulatedto represent many 
things – cakes, snakes, spiders, dinosaurs, 
patterns..... 
*Language skills develop as children (& adults) 
talk & listen to each other as they play. 
*Social skills are encouraged as children play 
together with playdough – skills including 
taking turns, sharing, pretending & 
communicating.  Confidence grows as the 

children learn to ask to join in the games & for 
turns of toys. 
*Playdough is easy to manipulate & children 
have a successful, rewarding experience with it 
no matter what age or developmental level they 
are at. 
The simple blob of playdough seems merely 
fun, but is actually a very powerful learning 
devise. 
Try this recipe and have some fun with 
playdough. 

Microwave Playdough 
3 cups plain flour 
Half cup salt 
3 tablespoons cream of tatar 
3 cups water 
Food colouring 

Mix all ingredients in a microwave proof dish.  
Cover & microwave for approximately 7 
minutes, stirring half way through.  Knead 
when cool.  Store in refrigerator. 
Extra ideas:  
 #Change the texture by adding sand, glitter, 
flour, rice or water. 
 #Make two different colours then mix them as 
you play to see what happens.  
#A pair of safety scissors with playdough is 
great for snipping practice. 

The new year and a new era at pre school has 
begun!  Your new staff members, Jacinta Perry 
and Marianne Parry are ready with lots of ideas 
and games for a fun year of learning!  We are 
finding our way around the pre school with the 
wonderful back up of Di And Wendy who have 
been just a phone call away. 

We had 
seventeen 
applicants 
for the 
Child Care 
Worker 
position, of 
which we 
interviewed 
six.  
Marianne 
was the 
successful 
applicant.  
She has 
worked in a 
variety of 
pre schools 
throughout 
the Shoalhaven and is settling in well and 
would like to thank the children and their 
families for making her so welcome. 
Wednesday is now full for permanent places 
due to the number of two year olds enrolled, but 
you can still have a casual Wednesday if you 
book ahead. The other days of the week still 
have full time and casual places available.  If 
you are aged between two And six years old, 
bring your parents in to visit us and maybe stay 
and play!

The Keith and Sleepy Show  
This will be at pre school on Wednesday 16th

Match at 11.30 am.   
Come along and join in the singing and fun.   
No cover charge if you are enrolled at pre 
school. $3 for any children not enrolled.

Pre Schooler Activities  

at the KV Anglican Church  

Cuppa and Kids Playgroup.   
Tuesday mornings 10 am – 12 noon. All carers, 
Mums, Dads, & their babies, toddlers and pre-
schoolers welcome  Lots of informal play, art & 
craft & making friends.  Tea & coffee provided.  
Bring a piece of fruit to share. 
Cost; $1 per week & membership $5 per term 
toward the cost of toys.  More Info? Phone 
Katrina Thomas on 44651485 

Kids @ Church.
Sundays 10am – 11.30am.   
Special pre schooler programme during church 
time – all welcome.   
More Info?  Phone Ellie Castle on 44551585

Emma and Sascha enjoying playdough 

Marianne and Jacinta 
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YOGA 
            for fitness, flexibility  

and strength 
  

             Iyengar yoga classes with 
certified teacher in  

well equipped studio   
2 mins from   

Kangaroo Valley 
  

places available:  
Tuesday 10 am-12 Wednesday  6 pm-8pm 

                  

Phone Rose Andrews -44651364     

With other Board members of 

ChildFund International, I rumbled in 

on an Air France plane to Cotonou, 

Benin, West Africa.   

A former French colony, this republic has 

rural development projects run by 
Bornefonden, our Danish member 

organisation.   
Whooshed through customs and immigration, 
we were embarrassed by expatriate privilege. 
At the seaside hotel, European comfort gained 
warmth from the Beninese smiles behind 
“bonjour, Madame, bon soir Madame”.   
Only after we had been taken around the city 
and the markets, carefully escorted, did I 
appreciate that the friendly man who leapt to 
push the lift button before I reached it was a 
part of hotel security.   
To the south there was the beach thumped by 
the ocean rolling from the Antarctic, across the 
equator eight thousand miles away. 
On days between the international meetings, we 
were packed into min-vans and driven at break-
neck speed out of Cotonou.   
One day I was towards the front of our 
procession and could see that the speed was 
attained by an enthusiastic police vehicle 
waving everyone out of the way, with our 
procession tailgating before the gap in between 
the seas of cars, motorcycles, bicycles and 
pedestrians could close.   
Apparently the police require that they supply 
an escort for a group, and this is a cost payable 
by the expatriate organisation.   
Gardens are grown along the Atlantic beach, 
with water gained from trenches taken by 
people, watering can in each hand,  keeping 
lettuce, tomatoes and corn growing in the half 
sand soil.   
A little inland there were papaya, pineapple, 
mangoes, bananas.   
There has been land restoration with coconut 

The Layering of Cultures 
Special report by Alice Oppen 

palms; the lakes have been over-fished as the 
population has grown, so livelihoods and crops 
need to be diversified.   
Along the road there were clusters of palm 
frond-thatched, red mud-walled huts with 
interlaced fronds as fences, where areas closer 
to the city had been dominated by corrugated 
iron and cement blocks.  
Just as in the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency 
novels set in Botswana, women diligently swept 
the dust smooth in their house yards.  
Sometimes there would be a huge pile of 
oranges in the yard.   
A small goat rummaged. 
The roads from the city are corrugated dirt, with 
cobblestone roads in the built areas.  
The driving style seems to be to honk and 
smile.  
Along the roads were signs – ‘cabine 
telephonique’, and many hairdressing places to 
augment women’s hair with masses of tiny 

braids.   
Big tin bowls are everywhere being used or 
carried by women.   
Bottles sitting in the sun look like beer but are 
filled with petrol, an informal way of selling 
petrol which had somehow flowed over the 
border rather than going through government 
systems.   
Old cars come here to spawn old tires and die.  
Indeed, there is much of the detritus of the 
western society, especially the nutrition-
wrecker, the ubiquitous coca cola.  
There are advertising signs for “Body White” 
and there is a foreign tobacco company.  
Everywhere we are set apart by the bottle of 
spring water in one hand.  
In small groups we visited rural projects, to 
meet families of children enrolled in the 
projects and hear their stories.   
Often there would be many children in the 

(Continued on page 27) 
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(Continued from page 6) 

dam the Shoalhaven I was alarmed.  
Previous dams had seen landholders alienated 
from the access to the waters.  
Chakola established in 1965 required water 
both for drinking and for recreation. 
So I designed a simple and conservative letter 
heading and wrote to all Ministers of 
Government and the shadow Ministers in 
opposition, each Director of the Metropolitan 
Water and Sewerage Board and finally the 
Governor.  
At that time I was Executive Secretary of the 
recently founded Australian Conservation 
Foundation and researches in USA indicated 
that when dams were built then always 
consideration was given to the ‘stake holders’, 
i.e. the owners who depended upon that water. 
So I had a precedent even if borrowed from 
overseas. 
Two years were spent in negotiations and it was 
evident that the persons with whom I dealt were 
of the opinion that I was holding our for more 
money when resumption came, this was by no 
means the case and I would have much 
preferred it if the problem had simply gone 
away and I could have retained ownership of 
the land.  
This ownership I add included Riparian Rights 
that stem from the Magna Carta. 
On Australia Day 1989 I had to write to the 
Mayor, Max Atkins on when I had sadly 
discovered that it was inadvisable to follow an 
annual practice my family enjoyed on 
Christmas day of eating a cold chook with salad 
sat in the eddies of the Kangaroo Valley.  
I could not introduce my grandchildren to this 
tradition as I was informed that the water was 
befouled . 
My letter suggested that Council declare a 
moratorium on all further developments in the 
Valley whilst exploring the problem .. 
The result of my letter was a response on 16th 

February 1998 that indicated that "this was a 
‘community’ problem caused equally by septic 
tank effluent and dairy sheds runoff.  
Support from our Community was essential." 
The KV Conservation Society was birthed at 
Chakola in the early seventies and evolved so 
that an appropriate Community organisation 
was already in place and at about that time also 
we saw the Community Association formed .. 
I was glad to read the strong comments from 
the President of CA Elizabeth George referring 
to the river as the most polluted river in the 
Shoalhaven Catchment, a fact that far too easily 
could have been swept under the carpet.  
Peter Stanton’s comment that the river runs 
ankle deep from Hampden Bridge to Bendeela 
does not recognise that the head of the Lake is 
not far upstream from the tourist camp ground .
From the bridge to just South of Chakola the 
river remains a delightfully ‘wild river’ that can 
very quickly be 10 metres deep in spate.  
My question is this.  
How is it that after 16 years our river only 20 
kms long remains polluted so badly?  
Has anyone any input to excuse our Community 
from its liability?  
As regards the waters of Lake Yarunga whose 
responsibilty is now in the hands of Sydney 
Water. I wonder whether Riparian Rights do 
not govern use of water previously available to 
the Community of Kangaroo Valley? 
The Commonwealth has two very strong sets of 
laws, namely Water and Mining.  
The Magna Carta is the charter of rights still 
serving traditionally as a bedrock for English 
Law and copy is on display at the entrance of 
our Federal Government building in Canberra. 
Now there is a challenge for a (pro bono !) 
Barrister ?                                             Sincerely, 

Warwick Deacock. 

Letters to the Editor 

Public Meeting 

Kangaroo Valley Public Amenities 

A Public Meeting has been scheduled for  
Thursday, 3rd March 2005, 

to be held at the Kangaroo Valley Showgound Hall in Moss Vale Road  
at 7.00 pm  

to obtain community views on the need for public amenities at Kangaroo Valley CBD.  

Council has funded a proposal to construct an amenity in the Council Car Park  
however representations have been received that this is not an appropriate location.

To the Editor 

Water Tank Rebate now available!

Council has voted to provide a rebate for the 

purchase of Water Tanks in the Shoalhaven 

from 1 March 2005.  
The scheme has allocated some $50,000 to the 
provision of these rebates which can be worth 
up to $1000 each. 
From 2,000-3,999 litre Tanks, Council will 
provide a $150 rebate. From 4,000-6,999 litres, 
Council will issue rebates of $400. Tanks above 
7,000 litres will attract a rebate of $500.  
When a Water Tank is connected by a plumber 
to supply a toilet, washing machine or shower; 
an additional rebate of $500 will be on offer for 
tanks above 2,000 litres.  
In addition, a wavier of Council’s initial 
registration fee of $78 for a backflow 
prevention device and inspection charge will 
also be in place as part of this package.  
It may also interest readers to know that if you 
own an existing Water Tank of 2,000 litres or 
more you can still apply for the $500 rebate 
when connecting your Water Tank to your 
home for domestic water supply providing that 
Tank meets Council’s criteria as set out in this 
new policy. 
We live on the second driest continent in the 
world and yet the vast majority of our nation is 
still using drinking water to flush our toilets. 
I’m sure most would now agree that current 
circumstances require a radical change of 
attitude with respect to our water use and re-
use.  
There are some additional requirements that 
must be considered when applying for this 
subsidy. Please feel free to contact me and I 
would be delighted to provide any further 
details you may require.  
Gareth.Ward@shoalhaven.nsw.gov.au  
(Office): 02 44 210 393 (Mobile): 0401 49 99 
33 (Post): Po Box 42, Nowra, NSW, 2541 

Councillor Gareth Ward 
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Kangaroo Tales 
by Joan Bray 

 

A.P.Sparke & Broad 
(Established 1897) 

Solicitors & Attorneys 

OBJECTIVE, INDEPENDENT 

ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR 

LEGAL MATTERS 
 

Contact: Philip Broad 

31 Moss Street, NOWRA, NSW 2541 
Telephone: (02) 4421 7688 

 

Incorporating the practices of 
Alan C. Peters. Phelps & Brown and LFJ Norman 

This month my guests are Carolyn and 

Jim Green, two well known residents of 

Kangaroo Valley. 
Their names are synonymous with community 

spirit and a big investment in hard work.  

Jim and Carolyn were born in Forbes, where  
Jim’s forebears  were pioneering graziers and 
farmers.  
Carolyn’s grandfather was a coach builder in 
Bathurst at the time when the Cobb and Co 
road service was the most reliable way for the 
general public to travel in this country.  
They met at school and were childhood 
sweethearts.  
After their marriage they invested in a farming 
property, of 2200 acres, at Bogan Gate, where 
they raised sheep, a few cattle and operated an 
intense piggery, for bacon production.  
Oats and barley were also cropped.  
Life on the farm had the usual ups and downs 
that most farmers learn to deal with, but the 
vagrancies of nature can take a heavy health 
toll on even the most dedicated and resilient 
farmer.
The family made the hard decision to leave 
their picturesque property and seek a change of 
direction in their lives.  
They came to Kangaroo Valley and bought the 
Newsagency, and from the beginning made the 
Valley their home and community interests 
their passion. 
The years of the Dam Construction were busy 
ones for the village and their shop a very active 
centre for communication.  
Papers were delivered twice a day  to the  
construction site and on Sunday needed to be 
picked up from the Bomaderry Newsagency. 
Their Newsagency shop was manned for long 
hours, from 7 am to 9 pm.  
There was always help from willing residents 
and strong bonds of friendship were formed 
during those five and a half years. 
The dam completed, the population ebbed and 
life returned to relative quiet in the Valley.  
But many residents were inspired with the 
progress that could be made when a 
Community was vibrant and active and money 
more available.  
The LIONS Club became the focus for 
harnessing this energy and the Greens were 
right in there willing to plan and work for 
community facilities.  

Courage and Community Service 
Jim was a founding member of this 
organisation.  
On the work front, Jim was engaged in yet 
another change of direction.  
He completed a mature aged plumbing course 
and set up business here in the Valley.  
He is well known and respected for his reliance 
and friendly manner and has served the 
Community well in this profession. 
Jim and Carolyn continued to be prime movers 
in Lions and during the Presidency of Franz 
Mairinger the Community and Ambulance 
Complex was funded and built.  
Inspiring a community to raise the money 
necessary was a huge task and so well 
orchestrated by the Lions, but their ambitious 
plan would not have been completed without 
the readiness of the Kangaroo Valley 
Community to  give so generously of their time, 
money and hard work.  
We are indeed fortunate to have men and 
women of this calibre in our midst. 
On 29th May  2004, in recognition of 
Outstanding Service to the Kangaroo Valley 
Community, the Lions Club presented Jim and 
Carolyn with the prestigious James D 
Richardson Honour Award. 
This energetic pair find time to be active Life 
Members of the A&H show committee, with 
horses their particular love.  
Spare hours in a busy day were not something 
in abundance in the Green household, but they 
enjoyed a happy and contented family life with 
their two daughters and could always find time 
to help others, to comfort and assist in times of 
hardship.  
Karyn and Kim were born in Forbes and spent 
most of their childhood in the Valley, attending 
the local Primary School and later Chevalier 
College.  
Both the girls became hairdressers, and Karyn 
now has her own Salon.  
Kim joined Gulf Air and lived  in Bahrain for a 
few years while she flew for that company as a 

stewardess. 
Both the girls are married and Carolyn and Jim 
have five grandchildren to enrich their lives. 
Jim was involved in the Volunteer Fire Brigade, 
and is proud of his Service Medal from Phil 
Koperberg. 
The frightening fires of 1983, with the 
destruction of the pine forests in the Tallowa 
Dam area, remain vivid in his memory.  
Good fire fighting equipment was fairly basic in 
the early days and Barrengarry and Kangaroo 
Valley relied on just one truck.  
Today we have two  well equipped vehicles. 
Jim has not enjoyed good health in the last 12 
months, but his spirit is still positive and 
determined, and Carolyn is as always, a tower 
of strength and a cheerful carer.  
We wish them both well and thank them for 
their marvellous contribution to the 

 

Need to Talk? 
Free counselling available  

in Kangaroo Valley 
 

Mature Third Year 
counselling student needs 

clients 

44 651 242 
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www.kvre.com.au                          165 Main Road                        Ph 44651404 

Extra Staff – Extra Energy 

Lindy Ross and Associates have expanded their sales team to 
four!  Always aiming for the highest of service to their vendors, 
new faces include Adam Darby, who has recently undertaken 
formal training in the Real Estate industry and joined Lindy 
and Pat in the sales team.  A public relations / marketing 
position has also been filled, and will commence within the 
week.  February has been a very busy month on both the listing 
and sales side of the business, and with adjoining areas 
reporting record months in January, we are armed and ready 
for the flow-on to Kangaroo Valley!

LAND TAX, EXIT TAX, TIN TACKS. -  

I have received a large number of calls from property owners who have received their 
latest land tax assessments. In many cases the valuation used to assess the tax appears 
to be ridiculously high - I almost feel like running a competition to see who gets the 
highest!  So far, a 2.5 acre block in Upper River wins hands down with a value far in 
excess of any block sold!  It was interesting to read in a recent Sydney Morning Herald 
article that the NSW ombudsman is “investigating the methodology used by the Valuer 
General to calculate the unimproved capital value”.  Personally, I am at a loss to 
understand how the Valuer General can value land without inspecting it, when it is 
against the law for Registered Valuers to do so.  Should any Kangaroo Valley property 
owners consider that the valuation used to assess their land tax is too high and be 
considering lodging an objection, I am happy to provide details of comparative sales to 
assist with the objection. 

Recent media reports also indicate that the exit tax introduced in last years State budget 
may well be on its way out. This is good news for property owners in Kangaroo Valley 
wishing to sell.  It has severely affected the market over the last 12 months, with 
investor buyers few and far between and investor owners reluctant to sell.  With fewer 
buyers, as well as fewer up-market properties to attract more buyers, this resulted in the 
number of sales in Kangaroo Valley last year being only around half the number in any 
year in the past 15 years.  This very unpopular tax has not achieved anywhere near the 
revenue estimated by the Government upon its introduction, and has caused frustration 
and some heartache to those whose properties have not sold because of the lack of 
buyers.   Word is that this years budget due in May could see a revision of both the land 
tax and exit tax to make investment in property more attractive.  We will keep our 
fingers crossed, as this is sure to get the market moving again. 

SOME RECENT LISTINGS

Unique 3-4 bedroom home on 2.7 
acres, innovative mix of colour & 
materials, 2 separate studios. 

“Hidden Valley” – 120 acres 
featuring seclusion, wildlife and 
views! Development approval. 

Quaint 1 bedroom home on half 
an acre in a quiet cul-de-sac  a 
few minutes from the village 
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The long awaited blackspot repeater transmitter  

for Kangaroo Valley is NOW online.
 

Clearer TV Pictures from our local broadcasters WIN, PRIME and Southern Cross 
Broadcasting (SCB), ABC and SBS can now be received.  

The following locations are just a few that will benefit from this service  
 

Jenanter Drive,   Cullen Crescent,   Rectory Way,    
Walkers Lane,  Keoghs Rd,   Greenhill Rd and many more .  

 

To receive this new service you will need to have your antenna adjusted  
and retune your TV. 

 

  If you are having difficulty receiving this new service then let “Dr D” help YOU!!! 
                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                    Call Dr D at

              Making Technology work for you!!  

Ph: 4446 5922                  Mob: 0412 907 946 

TV Reception Problems?? 
We’ve got the Solution!!!!

So says a recent Canadian study of heart 

disease in more than 19,000 men studied 

over 10 years.

The more predictable results showed that 
the fatter men were more likely to die of 

heart disease and those with the metabolic 

syndrome were even more likely.  
The metabolic syndrome is defined as having 
several risk factors, such as high lipids, obesity 
around the gut, high blood pressure and glucose 
intolerance. 
Surprisingly though, regardless of the men’s 
high bodyweight or the metabolic syndrome, 
those with the highest cardiorespiratory fitness 
were the least likely to die of heart disease. 
However, before anyone places too much strain 
on their already overburdened bodies by 
running up the biggest hill they can find in 5.4 
seconds, please check with your health 
professional.   
A gradual build up in cardiorespiratory fitness 
is recommended. 

Ever heard of COPD?  It’s Australia’s 

fourth most common cause of death. 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
(COPD) is a major cause of sickness, disability 
and death.   

It’s also largely unrecognized.   
Millions of Australians may be unaware that 
they are suffering from this serious lung 
dysfunction that is preventable and it is 
treatable. 
COPD covers a range of lung diseases such as 
chronic bronchitis and emphysema.   
It’s caused by inhalation of toxic gases and 
small particles including tobacco smoke.  
COPD occurs especially in smokers or 
reformed smokers over 40 years of age. 
If you have difficulty breathing or think your 
lungs might be damaged, ask your GP for a 
simple breathing test – a spirometry test.   
See www.lungnet.org.au or phone the toll free 
LungNet line on 1800 654 301. 

Cancer is preventable with diet 

According to a World Cancer Research Fund 
report that reviewed more than 4,000 published 
scientific papers, the link between diet and 
cancer is so strong that 30,000 cases of cancer 
could be prevented each year in Australia - 
through modifications to diet and lifestyle. 
In brief, here are their recommendations to 
avoid cancer: 

 !!!!!!!Focus on plant foods – these contain 
cancer protective compounds such as 

phytochemicals and dietary fibre 
(especially legumes) 

 !!!!!! Include a variety of plant foods every 
day.  By taking in a range of 
vegetables, fruits, seeds (grains, nuts) 
the diet can be interesting and will 
include a range of protective 
compounds 

 !!!!!! Pasta, rice, grainy bread, lean meats, 
low fat milk and dairy products are 
included in the recommended diets 

 !!!!!! Minimise the intake of: 
o added sugars 

o salt – instead use herbs and 

spices to season food 
o processed starchy foods 

such as processed rice, oats 
and potato products 

o fatty foods, especially those 

of animal origin and hard 
fats 

 !!!!!! Do not eat food that may be 
contaminated with toxins by being 
stored at room temperature. Where 

(Continued on page 24) 

Health check 
By Colleen Overstead 

Cardiorespiratory fitness is more important than bodyweight 
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KANGAROO VALLEY BARRENGARRY 

KANGAROO VALLEY KANGAROO VALLEY KANGAROO VALLEY 

KANGAROO VALLEY KANGAROO VALLEY KANGAROO VALLEY 

BARRENGARRY BEAUTY 

3 bedroom home on 2.5 acres 
with valley views 

KELVINGROVE

4 bedroom home on 98 acres 
with fantastic views 

COUNTRY RETREAT 

4 bedroom home plus cabin on 
100 acres. 

HIDDEN TREASURE 

4 bedroom home plus sleepout on 
2800m2 block 

COASTAL PANORAMAS 

Elevated 3 bedroom home set on 
6 acres, great views 

 FABULOUS LAND 

Two 100 acre vacant lots only 
minutes to village 

YOUR CHOICE 

Magnificent vacant land of either 
2.7 acres or 4.2 acres    

TREE KIST

fantastic block with town water 
and services

RURAL RETREAT 

Large shed and 1 bedroom cabin 

PICTURE PERFECT 

Modern 4 bedroom home with 
pool and set on 1,125 m2 block 

CAMBEWARRA  

MARTINDALE

Excellent 4 bedroom home on 
over 1/2 an acre 

KANGAROO VALLEY KANGAROO VALLEY 

CLEREVALE 

4 bedroom home on a private & 
cleared 5 acres 

KANGAROO VALLEY 

“You’re at home with Harcourts” 

Kangaroo Valley  4465 1996 

Berry                      4464 2800 

www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au 

NEW
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SOLD
SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
SOLD

SOLD

 
With 2005 well under way and the autumn feel has arrived our level of buyer enquiry has 

increased. With Harcourts conducting more open for inspections and more diverse advertising our 
phone has been ringing with many enquiries for properties to buy, lease, or Holiday Let. We have 
even noticed that our link with our other office at Berry has promoted our clients properties that has 
led to further enquiry. We are more diverse in not only the style of property we market but the areas 
of service that we provide. This is one of the main reasons we now conduct open for inspections. 
This is a service that only at Harcourts can offer on a multiple and regular basis week in week out.  
 
We have great news with another fantastic sale for the community 
 in Kangaroo Valley Region. After lengthy negotiation we have sold 
 100 acres on Wattamolla Road, Wattamolla.  
 
 
 
 
                                  
                                 Harcourts at Kangaroo Valley would also like to congratulate long serving    
                                            employee Ashley Beech for receiving Office Administrator Award at 
Harcourts                                        recent gala event.  
 
Congratulations Ashley. 
 
 
With the recent controversy in relation to Land Tax we have had many enquiries for a market 
analysis on property. If you would like a market analysis please contact us on 4465 1996. We 
would be more than happy to help. 
 

“Creating clients for life through the finest service” 

Kangaroo Valley  4465 1996 

Berry                     4464 2800 

www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au 

“You’re at home with Harcourts” 

SOLD

www.kangaroovalleyharcourts.com.au 
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Church of the 
Good Shepherd 

David Nelson has now left for Zambia where he 
is to work with Mobile Missionary 
Maintenance teaching his carpentry skills to the 
local people. He has agreed to keep us informed 
so watch this space for updates of his 
experience in Zambia.

40 Days of Purpose 
Our church is currently running the 40 Days of 
Purpose programme.  
There are several small groups joining weekly 
to learn from the work book and enjoy the 
message of the book, A Purpose Driven Life.  
If you are not in a group but would like to know 
more about this programme or the small groups 
that are held in our church just give Dianne 

Human interest 

stories, news and  

happenings from our  

Kangaroo Valley 

churches

Compiled by  

Linda Chittick 

 Valley Guide 

to  

eating out 

 
Modern Australian 

The Bistro at the pub 
44 651 133 

 

World Cuisine 

Blind Toucan 
44 651 676 

 

Classic Country 

K.V.Resort 
44 651 131 

 

Modern Australian 

The Grape Vine 
44 651 314 

 

Mediterranean 

Café Bella 
44 651 660 

 

Modern Australian 

Source at Kangaroo  
44 651 969 

 
 

Fresh, light & tasty 

Café Alfresco & Picnics 
44 651 909 

 
 
 
 

Value—service and  
a good choice  
it’s all here in  

Kangaroo Valley.  
So much to do, you wont 

want to leave 

 

HOW  COOL IS THAT 
JOHNNY  BURNS  IN  CONCERT 

For 3-12 year olds
 

        Kangaroo Valley Memorial Hall 
At the Showground 

Sat 12th March 
3 pm-4 pm 

Tickets: 
   $5 per child (Adults free).   
Tickets on sale at the door 

Johnny Burns is one of Australia’s most dynamic and energetic Christian 
children’s entertainers.  Over the past four years he has played to tens of 
thousands of children across Australia, England and New Zealand and his CDs 
are distributed in over 50 countries internationally.    

Johnny’s live concerts combine his desire to see kids know and love Jesus with 
the energetic performance style crafted over 10 years fronting Sydney-based 
rock group Priority Paid.   

Johnny’s latest CD, Praise Crazy, is due for European release in January 2005.  
It builds on the hugely successfully How Cool Is That! in providing cool pop 
sounds coupled with words that help kids focus on Jesus, all wrapped in liberal 
doses of FUN!   

Johnny Burns lives in Sydney, Australia with his wife and 3 children, who have 
become the musical equivalent of ‘crash test dummies’ for all his new songs.  
When not writing songs or playing children’s concerts, Johnny works as a 
Counsellor in a school, likes to surf, play cricket with his kids and experience 
spicy food.

Brought to you by Kangaroo Valley Anglican Church  
A 40 Days of Purpose- Kids Event 

More Info? Ph: 44651585 

Nelson a ring on 44651361 or Mary Preston on 
44651331 or for Mens' group give Bob Dunn a 
call on 44651056.

Two Services 
The additional service is up and running at 8.30 
am each Sunday.  
This is as well as a 10 am service.  
This appears to be working well. 

SECET Garage Sale 
To be held at Nowra Baptist Church, Saturday 
morning, 12th March.  
The sale is on from 7.30 am to 12.30 pm. 
Breakfast is available.  
There will be morning tea, cake stall, face 
painting and busking.  
All proceeds go to SECET.  
To donate goods please ring 4423 6778 or  
4423 6464.

How Cool is that! 
To all kids and parents of 3-12 year olds.  
A great opportunity to see a world class 
children's performer, Johnny Burns.  
He is performing in Kangaroo Valley at the 

(Continued on page 19) 
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When I tell an audience that 40% of men 

only eat fruit if someone else cuts it up for 

them, most of the women present nod in 

agreement.  Left on their own, some men 

rarely pick up a piece of fruit. 

Small children are also more likely to eat fruit if 
it's cut up for them.  An apple or an orange 
looks pretty daunting to a 3 year-old, but slice 
the apple or peel and segment the orange and it 
disappears rapidly. 

Fruit has been one of the casualties of the 
modern diet.  We're eating more overall and 
much more fast food, packeted snack foods, 
pastries, biscuits, ice cream, confectionery and 
soft drinks – but less fruit and vegetables.  The 
only exceptions are potato chips and fruit 
juices, where consumption has risen. 

While almost everyone claims they're not 
influenced by advertising, it appears that we 
are.  In all cases where consumption has gone 
up, the food or beverage is widely advertised.  
Virtually the only advertisements fruit and 
vegetables are for juices and crisps. 

Does it matter if we eat very little fruit?  
According to many research studies, it does.  
You can get vitamin C from a tablet, but fruit 
contains much more – many other vitamins and 
minerals, valuable types of dietary fibre that 
benefit blood cholesterol, plus several hundred 
antioxidants.  Studies show clearly that taking 
antioxidants in a supplement doesn't provide the 
same benefits as eating fruit and vegetables. 

When we ask people why they don't eat fruit, a 
dislike of fruit is rarely given as a reason.  It 
appears that most people just forget about fruit.  
A lack of advertising may not help. 

More fruit please 
by Rosemary Stanton 

Fruit also gets a lot of competition from the 
1760 different packeted snack foods now 
stocked by major supermarkets. 

Packeted snack foods may be OK for an 
occasional extra, but they're not suitable for 
everyday consumption.  They contain few 
nutrients and most have some undesirable 
ingredients. 

The fats used in most confectionery bars 
(including 'health' bars) are almost always the 
'bad' saturated fat.  Many also contain a fat 
called elaidic acid, which is defined as a 'trans' 
fat.  Elaidic acid is not found in nature but is 
produced when vegetable oils are hydrogenated 
to produce a fat that helps the product stay 
crisp. 

There are two major types of cholesterol in the 
blood – LDL ('bad') and HDL ('good').  Elaidic 
acid raises LDL cholesterol and lowers HDL 
cholesterol.  It's a heart attack waiting to 
happen.  Recent reports also link eye problems 
in elderly people with consumption of this fat. 

Savoury snack foods have trans fat plus salt – a 
major risk factor for high blood pressure.  Over 
3 million Australian adults have high blood 
pressure and we're starting to see it in children. 

The sweet snack foods also contain sugar.  Too 
much sugar easily increases kilojoule levels as 
well as causing tooth decay.  Filling the holes in 
children's teeth costs Australians more than all 
the costs associated with heart disease. 

Many snacks also contain artificial colourings, 
flavourings, preservatives and various other 
additives.  These make no positive contribution 
to the diet. 

Fruit, by contrast, offers many benefits.  One of 
the most valuable is dietary fibre, often 
described as nature's obstacle to overeating.  In 
a country where two-thirds of men, half of 
women and a quarter of our children are 
overweight, an obstacle to overeating is 
urgently required.  Fibre could do it! 

Travelling around Australia, I often cite the 
example of Kangaroo Valley Pre-school where 
each child brings a piece of fruit which the 
teachers cut up.  At morning tea time, the kids 
share the fruit.  This encourages kids to adopt 
the habit of snacking on fruit and helps avoid 
packeted snacks.  As a bonus, it's great to see 
the social aspect of the children sharing the 
morning snack. 

Tips for increasing fruit consumption 

 !Add fruit to breakfast muesli or porridge. 

 !Make fruit shakes by blending fresh fruit with 
yoghurt, milk or soy or rice beverage.  Add 
some ice cubes to make a frothy drink. 

 !Send along fruit for children's play lunch and 
don't include any packet snacks or junk food.  
It helps if parents of groups of friends all 
agree not to put junk food in the lunch box. 

 !Have fruit in the fridge when kids get home 
from school (avoid competition for fruit by 
not making biscuits, cakes, chips and other 
packeted snack foods a regular purchase). 

 !Give in – and cut up fruit for the healthiest 
dessert. 

World-renowned  
six-member vocal group  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

The Song Company  
will be giving a concert in  

Kangaroo Valley Hall  
at 8pm on Saturday June 11  

The main work will be  

“Quito”,  
a powerful multimedia piece  

about East Timor  
by Kangaroo Valley residents  

Martin & Peter Wesley-Smith 

Tickets $25 and $15 concession,  
call The Song Company 02 9351 7939 

(Continued from page 18) 

Showground on Saturday, March 12 between  
3 pm - 4 pm.  
Tickets on sale from 2.30 pm at the door.  
$5 for children. Adults free. 

On a Lighter note (pardon the pun)! 
Appearances can be deceiving - a $20 note 
looks much the same as it did years ago. 

For information about our church contact 
Graham Castle on 44651585. Go in 
peace to love and serve the Lord. 
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The Greens Ward 1 Councillor Richard 

Bates is encouraging people to contact 

him in relation to the fluoridation of the 

water supply as soon as possible.

He is taking a very strong stand on this at 

Council but as yet has received very little 
indications from the Valley as to how 

people feel.  
There has been a call for the NSW Greens to 
formulate a policy as NSW Health is 
aggressively pursuing adding fluoride to the 
water of those communities who don't have it 
yet, whether they want it or not. 
Richard said that people in the Valley have 
been given a lot of pro-fluoride information as 
part of Council's campaign and residents have 
been surveyed.  
Only 89 of 253 residences were surveyed and of 
those few only 51% were in favour (less than 1 
in 6).. 
Richard urges people who are against it to get 
active by lobbying their councillors who will be 
making the decision soon.  
Richard Bates expressed real concerns over the 
health and environmental effects of fluoride 
which are summed up in the letter and article 
below and he has done a lot of research which 
has done nothing to allay his concerns.  
He said his major concern is that the people in 
the Valley have not been properly informed, 
and have only received positive propaganda and 
the survey itself was badly flawed. 
*In Sydney about 1000 kg of silicofluoride 
(fertilizer waste) is added to water supplies each 
day. 
*99% will never get anywhere near a tooth but 
will find its way into the environment. 
*The beneficial effects of fluoride have 
probably been exaggerated. 
*Even if Fluoride does work to reduce tooth 
decay there is no reason to ingest it as the effect 
is topical. There are however numerous reasons 
not to ingest it.  
*National Health and Medical Research 

Council asked for moratorium on fluoridation 
programs in 1990 until total Fluoride intake in 
Australians had been studied.  
This research never happened. 
*The only rigorous Review (York Review) 
raised more concerns than it answered. 
*The only way that fluoridation has been 
foisted on most communities is through 
draconian 1956 Fluoridation Act. 
*European Countries will have nothing to do 
with fluoridation. America and Australia are the 
only countries with major fluoridation 
programs. 

12 Reasons to reject fluoridation!

1. Only individuals have the right to decide if 
they or their children take *drugs. This point 
should end the debate on compulsory artificial 
fluoridation. (*The U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration clearly show that fluoride is not 
a food, nutrient or dietary supplement. They 
state, “Sodium fluoride used for therapeutic 
effect [Ed. e.g. fluoridation] would be a drug, 
not a mineral nutrient.” F.D.A. 1963.) 
2. Claiming fluoride is ‘natural’ as it can be 
found in the Earth’s crust or water is mislead-
ing. You can similarly claim that arsenic, 
mercury, radium and other poisons, also found 
in earth or water, are natural. Fluorides in 
fluoridation are toxic waste from fertiliser 
factory chimneys. 
3. Fluoridation is undemocratic. Before major 
decisions, people have a right to hear both 
sides, not just propaganda. We have an 
inalienable right to have a say (referendum) if 
we choose. 
4. Of every 10,000 litres of public water 
fluoridated, probably less than 1 litre is drunk 
by young children, with 9,999 litres used for 
thousands of other purposes, e.g. agricultural, 
industrial, cleaning, aquariums, pools, food 
processing, vehicular etc. Many children prefer 
milk or juices. 
5. Doctors have legal and medical restrictions in 
prescribing drugs. The patient’s medical 
history, age, weight, sex, illnesses, 

Flouride treatment-you are invited to make a splash 

 

COMMUNITY FORUM 
 

“Saving the Shoalhaven River” 
 

Bomaderry Community Hall 
Birrilly Street  

Friday 18th March 
6.30 pm 

 

The Greens: saving our rivers 

susceptibilities and other drugs taken, must all 
be determined. After an adequate medical 
examination, prescriptions must be for a 
specific drug, duration, person and dose - never 
“take this whenever you’re thirsty”. Adverse 
‘side-effects’ must be explained. No doctor in 
their right mind would medicate an entire 
population, let alone for all their lives.  
6. Among experts, the controversy rages over 
fluoridation. Leaving aside who’s right, if the 
safety of any drug is so hugely controversial, 
doesn't common sense demand that it not be 
used at all, let alone be forced on millions of 
people, for all their lives. 
7. Less than 4% of the world’s population is 
fluoridated, despite 50 years of massive, world-
wide, well-financed, media protected 
propaganda. With such a huge rejection or 
failure to take up fluoridation in other countries 
and all of west continental EU, why would we 
want to? 
8. Fluoride is so toxic, it has a major disease 
named after it: fluorosis. Next to dental caries, 
the most common damage to teeth is caused by 
fluoride; dental fluorosis. This white to brown 
mottling [breakdown of the tooth structure] is 
the first visible sign of chronic fluoride 
poisoning of the body. All three major 
Australian government inquiries into 
fluoridation (Tas 1968, Vic 1979, ACT 89-91) 
reported that up to 10% of children will develop 
mottled teeth if water is fluoridated. In practice, 
this figure is as high as 48% (UK Govt. York 
Report, 2000). 
9. The World Health Organisation’s 
International Agency for Cancer Research 
stated sodium silicofluoride [as used for 
fluoridation in Australia] is, ".. an insecticide, 
fungicide, bactericide and rodenticide [rat 
poison] .. [and] a fluoridating agent for 
municipal drinking-water".  
10. Decay is caused by a poor diet and lots of 
devitalised sugar and other carbohydrates (22 
teaspoons of sugar a day, 44 kilograms average 
yearly). The only reason for badly decayed 
teeth is they weren’t serviced earlier. Parents 
often can’t afford the high costs of dentists 
(earning up to $500,000 yearly). However, no 
one should use drugs to try to handle children’s 
eating problems. 
11. Authorities often make mistakes. 
Fluoridation is claimed to be safe, but so was 
DDT, Copper 7, 24-D, the Dalkon Shield, 245-
T, Deildrin, Thalidomide and more recently - 
Vioxx - all shown, later, to be harmful or 
deadly. But at least they weren’t compulsory. 
Fluoridation is! 
12. If someone tried to force us to take a pill 
every time we drank a glass of water, we’d 
suggest they go where it's eternally hot.  
The only difference with fluoridation is that the 
pill is dissolved in the water before they make 
us take it. 
Dennis Stevenson (07) 5594 2023. 

Parliamentary Member, ACT Govt. 

Fluoridation Inquiry 89-91.  

Phone me 5 am –11 pm, 7 days if I can be of 

further assistance.  

All answers can be fully evidenced. 

Valley Voice material supplied by Chris Nobel
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Our resident K.V Tetum speaker, Kathryn 
Morgan returned recently from East Timor 
where she has been working on her film project 
to assist 15 young artists.  She has brought back 
the raw material she needs to complete the 
project by July.   
She also hopes to show us the television project 
she worked on during her stay - East Timor's 
first "soap", dealing with important social issues 
such as domestic violence.  Kathryn visited 
Remexio just before her return and was 
disappointed to find few people around.  
However, she did see the new roof on the Uma 
Turismo and gave it the thumbs up. 

Whilst in East Timor Kathryn (known to East 
Timorese as Cipi Malai) saw some East 
Timorese friends who have previously spent 
time here; Sandra, Luis, Naldo and Vergillio.  
They all asked to be remembered to their friends 
in Kangaroo Valley. 
East Timor continues to inspire artistic 
expression in the form of photographic 
exhibitions by Jonny Lewis in Goulburn, an 
exhibition of Tais and Friendship cities at the 
Maritime Museum in Darling Harbour and 
orchestrated compositions by Martin and Peter 
Wesley-Smith.  The latter work refers to a piece 
commissioned by the Tasmanian Symphony 
Orchestra to celebrate East Timor’s 
Independence and its future challenges.  The 
work titled ‘A Luta Continua’ (The Struggle 
Continues) will be performed in Hobart on  

April 2.  To read more about it please visit: http://
www.shoalhaven.net.au/~mwsmith/alc.html.  Later in 
the year another moving piece titled ‘Quito’ will 
be performed at the KV Community Hall on 
11th June (see page 24).  We anticipate another 
wonderful evening with the continued and 
generous support of this special community. 
Members of the KV-ET group will be visiting 
Remexio again this year and will take 20 solar 
lights to provide some lighting for the outlying 
villages of Remexio.  If successful, we may 
purchase additional lights for more households. 

Christine Nobel 

Kangaroo Valley Rural Australians for 

Refugees (RAR) group is pleased to be 

working with the Sydney based House of 

Welcome to support the national refugee 

rural migration program.  

Already the Southern Highlands group of 
RAR has found jobs in the local dairy 
industry for three Afghanis, who are 
impressing all who meet them with their 
personal charm and commitment to hard 
work.  
The House of Welcome is a project of the NSW 
Ecumenical Council and has been in operation 
since January 2002.  All the mainstream 
Christian churches support the project, which is 
committed to assisting refugees in a variety of 
ways.  One of these ways is to help those on 
temporary protection visas (TPVs) and return 
pending visas to find work in rural Australia.  
Apart from benefiting rural communities by 
providing willing workers, paid employment in 
rural areas increases those workers’ chances of 
being granted permanent visas. 
The House of Welcome’s David Francis is 
responsible for rural placements.  He knows his 
clients and will match up refugees’ abilities 
with the work required of them.  
Expressions of interest are invited from rural 
landholders who may have work to offer 
selected refugees, whether full- or part-time. 
Two or more employers could together employ 
one worker, or you might have enough work for 
more than one worker.  The workers will 
probably have their own transport, but 
arrangements for accommodation will need to 
be worked out. 

To register your interest – or to find out more – 
contact Kangaroo Valley RAR’s Lee Sharam 
(4465 1756 or 4465 1671) and Lee will liaise 
with David Francis at the House of Welcome.  
Or contact David directly – at the House of 
Welcome (9727 9290) on Mondays, Thursdays 
and Fridays. 

Libby Turnock 

Uma Turismo sporting its new  

colorbond roof 

Searching for rural Searching for rural 

jobs for refugees jobs for refugees ––  

can you help?can you help?  

Fr. Jim Carty (right) and a colleague at 

the House of Welcome’s shop-front 

resource/referral centre at Carramar in 

Sydney.  This is a place where TPV 

holders can drop in for a friendly chat 

or seek assistance with settlement 

difficulties.  It also serves as a place 

where they can find out about different 

aspects of Australian society, learn 

English and take computer classes.  

The House of Welcome’s website is 

accessible via www.nswec.org.au 

Kangaroo Valley – Remexio 

Partnership 

News 

Excavator 

New IHI 5 tonne with rubber tracks 
Includes: 

All buckets—Rockbreaker—Augers—Levelling blade for  
Dam clearing—Landscaping—House & shed sites & footings 
Rockwalls & rocks supplied 
Bobcat 

4 in 1 bucket  -  trenching 
post hole boring  -   backhoe attachment 
Tiptruck                 Vibrate roller               Dozer D4 

soil, gravel, rubbish removal 
          Caterpillar, site levelling, roads, dams, small clearing 

Also 2 coat cold bitumen driveway seal with own equipment 
Fully ticketed as required. Fully insured 

Mobile phone number 0408 534 019 Home phone 02 44 651 172
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Kangaroo Valley  

accommodation 

on offer 

 

Self Contained 

Lindenbrook 
44 651 142 

 

Self Contained 

Green Gum 
02 4465 1472 

 

Self Contained 

Bindah Burrah 

02 4465 1310 

 

Bed and Breakfast 

Tall Trees 
www.talltreesbandb.com.au 

02 4465 1208 

 

Self Contained 

Jenoma Cottage 
0412 259 875 

 

Self contained cabins 

Kangaroo Valley  
Golf & Country Resort 

02 4465 1131 

 

Bed and Breakfast 

Clerevale 
www.clerevale.123go.com.au 

02 44 651 621 
 

Whatever you choose—
please enjoy your stay 
in our hospitable valley 

and make many  
new friends 

(Continued from page 9) 

This is evident in the pre-dawn as I watch the 
women and girls sweeping the leaves and litter 
off the beach.   
But around the corner, men are cleaning 
hundreds of fish from the evening catch.  
Ordinarily they would be fishing for their own 
families, but now they must provide for an 
entire village.   
The fish fillets are hung on drying racks above 
smoking coconut husks in an attempt to 
preserve the fish a little longer. 

Breakfast is at 7.30 am sharp.  

 It is prepared in dozens of enormous pots by 
women who work in shifts preparing, cooking 
and serving the meals.   
Portions are carefully controlled to ensure that 
everyone gets enough food.   
The villagers line up in an orderly fashion with 
their plates and cups and share the meal 
together in the communal dining area.   
All the dishes are washed in water containing 
disinfectant, and the tables and ground are also 
disinfected at the close of each day. 
The teachers, nurses and shopkeepers head off 
to work.  
They are the only ones still able to earn a living.  
Everybody else has been delegated duties 
around the crisis centre.   
Many men are employed as builders to 
complete the makeshift accommodation, some 
drive the heavy machinery that was bought here 
to help with the cleanup, and others check and 
replenish supplies.   
Any watertight, lockable buildings are currently 
being used to store food and donated goods. 
The women busy themselves sorting through 
clothing donations and other household items.  
Not one child had a school uniform after the 
tsunami.   
They all now wear Unicef t-shirts to school.  

Other women begin the task of preparing lunch 
for the multitudes.   
Morning tea consists of fortified biscuits, 
supplied by the World Food program, and 
sweet drink made from concentrated powder. 
This is the only source of Vitamin C at the 
moment because there are no fruits or 
vegetables.   
Food is plentiful, but monotonous.   
Fish is the staple and we eat it for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner.   
Cargo boats bring other foods such as rice, 
flour, powdered milk, eggs, onions, and spices 
from the capital, but it is the fresh produce that 
the villagers miss the most.   
Aminyetha tells me, in broken English, 
“ Tsunami take bananas, tsunami take mangoes, 
tsunami take cucumbers and chillies.   
No more. All gone.”  
The fact that her garden has been destroyed is 
heart breaking for her.   
She is, however, one of the fortunate ones,  
being employed as a cook and housekeeper for 
the only remaining house – the school 
principals cottage.   
In the afternoons, the air is cooler.   
The children play soccer on a field that was 
once lush green grass, but is now deep in sand 
and silt.   
The men chew beetle leaves and sip sweet black 
tea as they prepare their fishing lines for the 
evening catch and collect coconuts for the next 
days meals.   
Once again, the women can be found seated in 
front of the giant pots, stirring the rice and 
making roshi bread.   

The majority of Maldivians kept their life 
savings in their homes.   
The tsunami, of course, washed all of this away.  
Now, everything is shared – Nothing is owned. 
Community spirit is essential in this type of 
crisis, but I sense that the lack of privacy and 
communal living is starting to wear that spirit 
thin.   

(Continued on page 23) 

Tsunami recovery  
in The Maldives 
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mim beim 

n   a   t   u   r   o   p   a   t   h 

Kangaroo Val ley and 
Strand Arcade,  Sydney 

(02) 9233 5362 by appointment only 

 

www.strandnatural.com 

SELBY’S EARTHMOVING 
“Your Local 

Earthmoving 
Contractor” 

 

 COMPETITIVE RATES 
 COMPETENT OPERATORS 
 FREE QUOTES & FRIENDLY 

ADVICE 

  4WD Backhoe –with augers  (300 mm, 450mm, 600mm) 
  Bobcat with trencher and augers 

  Bulldozers 
  Excavators 

  Tip Truck (sand, soil & gravel supplies) 
  Excavator  Bulldozer  

Phone David or Sharon on 4465 1186 or 0428 429 398 

During the January/February period the 

brigade attended 3 calls for assistance. 
1st call came at 11.59 am on January 2 to 
respond to a car alight on Cambewarra 
Mountain.  
A crew of 5 departed in Valley 1 in very quick 
time (3 min) arriving on scene approx 1 km 
from the Cambewarra Township turnoff.  
A car towing a trailer was fully engulfed with 
fire with all occupants away from the vehicle. 
Passers-by, in case of explosion, stopped traffic 
in both directions a safe distance from the fire. 
The crew had the car extinguished within 2 
minutes of setting up, but it continued to 
smolder for quite a while.  
A crew from Cambewarra brigade arrived, as 
we were putting out the car and they set up 
hoses in readiness to take over if we ran out of 
water.  
Both crews then went about putting out the 
smoldering remains. Cambewarra brigade 
members cleaned the roadway, after the vehicle 
was removed, as we went about doing traffic 
control.  
We arrived back at station at 2.06 pm. 

2nd call came at 9.15 pm on Friday 4 February 
to attend picnic tables being set alight at 
Glenmack Caravan Park.  
A crew of 2 arrived at Glenmack to find a small 
group of persons causing a disturbance.  
It was thought that the group was destroying 
property in the campers BBQ area and setting 
furniture alight.  

Rural Fire Service report 
Although no property was found to have been 
burnt, police were also on their way to attend 
the disturbance created by the group.  
After police arrived and verified that no fires 
had been lit we stood down and returned to 
station at 10.30 pm.  
Police, later evicted the group. 

3rd call came at 8.35 am on Thursday 17 
February to attend the Ampol Service station to 
investigate arcing power-lines above the 
Service station.  
A crew of 6 arrived in Valley 1 and another 3 
arrived in their personal cars.  
The lines were arcing so the members made the 
area safe, deployed 2 lines of 38 mm hose and 
advised Integral energy of the emergency who 
arrived with haste.   
Due to the fact that this posed a serious threat 
both Beaumont and Cambewarra RFS brigades 
were also responded.  
After the initial evaluation, done by Kangaroo 
Valley Captain, it was decided to call off the 
other 2 brigades.  
Valley crew members stayed on until power 
problem fixed by integral energy.  
Arriving back at station at 10.35 am. 
Kangaroo Valley is once again conducting 
another basic firefighters course.  
With 3 participants doing the course over 2 
Wednesday nights and 2 days on weekends.  
As well as callouts and the usual Wednesday 
night training sessions the Volunteers were also 
practicing for a display at the Valley show. 
Practice well and truly went out the door as the 
heavens opened up at the show.  
As the storm passed over some of the crowd, 
unfortunately, left.   
To help entertain the remainder of the crowd we 
were hastily gathered to do our display, 2 hours 
earlier, than expected.  
We were under crewed and had to call in 
crewmembers and get the 2nd tanker from the 
station.  
We managed to put together a decent 
demonstration, (so we were told), with very real 

life complications (not expected), that have to 
be overcome, not only in training and displays, 
but also in “the field”.  
A portable pump that wanted to test one crews 
patience, 3 (yes 3) hoses that let go during the 
display, meaning the torrential rain that already 
had us soaked, was added to a few of the 
unfortunates. 
A well as the practical displays we also had he 
Shoalhaven community education van in 
attendance.  
The members who came over with the van had 
with them a “helicopter” for the kids to sit in, a 
“smoke house” for them to crawl through and 
learn about fire drills at home, safety and 
promotional videos, pamphlets and show bags. 
We thank Shoalhaven RFS for the use of the 
displays for the day and to the Volunteer 
members who manned the display through the 
heat of the day, till the storm came.  
Thank you also to Kangaroo Valley volunteers 
who manned our tanker static display all-day 
and then participated in the later show. 

Craig Winter, for KVRFS.

WANTED: Have you thought that you 

would like to volunteer some spare time to 
KVRFS, but not in a fire-related capacity. Well, 
we need the services of 3-4 people, 1-2 hours a 
month to assist around the station. We need a 
ground maintenance person (Mow lawns etc), 
just around the station. A station cleaner 
(general Cleaning) to help us to keep the station 
in ship shape and we need a person to be a 
record keeper, using a (ancient-slow-
frustrating-outdated) computer to update 
volunteer members records, incidents, uniforms 
supplies etc.  
You get no pay (double that on Sundays), no 
allowances, but satisfaction of helping out an 
important Valley Volunteer organisation.  
See Craig @ Café Alfresco or our captain, Bill 
Chittick, at our Wednesday night training 
sessions, 6.00 pm at the station. 

(Continued from page 22) 

The need to start rebuilding and getting life 
back on track is paramount to the well-being of 
these beautiful island people. 

Toni Moran 

Editor’s note: 

Toni Moran is part of a group of 15 Australian 

teachers mobilised to the Maldives in February 

2005 to work on a project set up by the 

Australian government's aid agency, AusAID. 

Their immediate task is to help reopen schools 

and ensure that children returned to daily 

routines as soon as possible.  

They were recruited and briefed by Australian 

Volunteers International. 

More than 100,000 people were severely 

affected by the tsunami in the remote islands 

that make up the Maldives; 13,000 people were 

internally displaced and up to 80 lost their 

lives. . 

Tsunami recovery  
in The Maldives 
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For Advertising  

in the Valley Voice 
 

Please call  

4465 1887 

H o l i d a y  V i s i t o r s  t o  t h e  V a l l e y ,   

w e  a r e  u n d e r  n e w  m a n a g e m e n t   

s i n c e  y o u  v i s i t e d  u s  l a s t  y e a r :  

c o m e  i n  a n d  s a y  ” H i ” !  
 

 
G r o c e r i e s  

M i l k  a n d  B r e a d  

D e l i c a t e s s e n  

F r o z e n  f o o d s  

F r e s h  F r u i t  &  V e g  

C h e m i s t  L i n e s  

V i d e o  &  D V D  H i r e

 4 4 6 5  1 5 1 2  

 

     News from Kangaroo Valley Pony Club 

The Start of the New Year 
Pony Club got off to a fun start in the 

first days of January, when four riders 

from Kangaroo Valley club went to a 3-

day camp at Woodhill with the members 

of Berry Pony Club. Riders had fun with 

some sporting, jumping and X-country 

riding and camped in tents at the 

property of Penny & John Rose.  
The KV riders who were there were: Claire 
Moore (a new member from Berry club: 
welcome, Claire) and Mikey; Elise Selby and 
Boston, Mikaela Smith and Tazz and Liberty 
Nelson and me. 
Here are some words from the riders 
themselves: 

Claire Moore: I loved it all, and I made new 
friends. 

Elise Selby: I liked galloping on the cross 
country course, and flags. 

Liberty Nelson: My favourite activity at the 
camp was galloping on the cross-country course 

Mikaela Smith; It was a great experience for 
Tazzie and me.  
We loved showjumping and X-country 
especially. 

KV Show news 
On 18 and 19 February we had all the fun of the 
Fair at the KV Show.  
All of our riders and ponies had huge fun, and 
some came away with those lovely, coloured 
ribbons. 

(Continued from page 15) 

practical, store food chilled 

 !!!!!!!Do not eat charred food. Avoid 
cooking meat using a direct flame. 
Avoid toxins by using low 
temperature cooking, such as 
steaming, stir-frying, baking or 
micro-waving 

 !!!!!!!Keep meat consumption to 60-100g 
per day. Include fish when possible. 
Meals where meat is not the major 
component are recommended. For 
example, a stir-fry with abundant 

Health Check 

Well done, everybody, for your terrific 
sportsmanship and your thoughtfulness to your 
ponies in all that heat: we get SO thirsty! 
Congratulations, too, to those members who 
participated in the other events and in the 
pavilion and other show activities. 

New Members 
Welcome to the many new members who have 
come to join the fun.  
Our rally days are held on the 2nd and 4th

Sunday of each month and we have a great 
program of activities to offer any interested 
riders.  
Phone Jane Richter 4465 1887, or Penny Rose 
4464 2384 for information. 

vegetables and 60-100g of red meat is 
one recommendation 

 !!!!!! Keep alcohol consumption moderate, 
that’s to a maximum of 40g/day for 
men (four standard drinks) and 20g/
day for women to avoid certain 
cancers, notably breast cancer for 
women 

 !!!!!! Dietary supplements are usually not 
needed. A diet rich in a variety of 
whole plant foods offers more 
protection against disease than dietary 
supplements 

 !!!!!! Avoid putting on body fat, especially 

around the waist 

 !!!!!! Be physically active everyday 
For more information on this see  
www.anac-au.org 

That new medicine cost $1.2 billion
The journey from drug discovery to chemist 
shelves takes about 12 years and A$1.2 billion 
of investment funding.  
This is necessary to make it through the 
challenges of thorough research and 
development, regulated manufacturing and the 
strict approval processes required to market a 
prescription medicine. 
About 30 new medicines become available in 
Australia each year.  
That costs approximately $36 billion each year. 
Considering Australia is only responsible for 
1% of the global medicine market, turning over 
$5 billion a year, in order to make the latest 
medicines available here it requires billions of 
dollars in overseas R&D and administration 
plus local support.  
In Australian 14,000 people are employed in the 
pharmaceutical industry to manufacture, 
regulate, distribute and communicate the 
medicines that save lives, reduce and prevent 
illness. 

Sources: DiabCare 2005;28; ALF 2004 COPD 

Study; ANAC Foods for Cancer Protection; 

Medicines Aust 2/05. 
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What’s on at 

    

Bingo
Monday 6 pm 

Members’ Badge Draw 

Wednesday & Friday 

from 7-30 pm 

Social and competition 

bowls 

The club's petanque courts are now complete.  
Come and give this internationally popular sport a go! 
Equipment is available at the club. 

Don't forget about the awning covered verandah, the 
perfect place to spend a warm summers afternoon while 
enjoying a cool drink and taking in the breathtaking 
mountain views.

ATM at the Club: Cash is regularly available during all 
club trading hours. 

Barefoot bowls: Sundays from 11am. Only $5 Includes 
equipment and green hire 

And don’t forget 

Wah Doo Chinese Restaurant 
Is open for 

Dine-In and Take-Away meals from 
Tuesday to Sunday 

Lunch from 12—2-30 pm 
($6 Light lunch special or full menu) 
Dinner from 5 pm Phone 44 651 231 

The Valley Club 

and Restaurant

Sports Secretaries 
 

please contact  
 

 

Kate 

Rutherford 

44 651 438 
 

with your results 

and fixtures 

The Sports Report 

Is gambling a problem for 

you? Call G-Line (NSW)  

Freecall 1800633635 

Information for members and guests. 

A long time before Alicia and Lleyton 

captured our every tennis viewing 

moments, in the summer just gone, our 

own Kangaroo Valley local super tennis 

stars played out some hard fought 

battles to determine the victors of the 

Spring 2004 competitions.  

Last week before the Autumn 2005 

competition began the victors were 

awarded for their moment/s of glory on a 
December night now long passed.  
Crystal glasses were the order of the day for the 

Seniors with some claiming to have collected 

High school students 
A local tennis competition for high school 
students is currently being organised by 
Kangaroo Valley Tennis Inc.  
It is planned for Friday nights between 5 pm-
6.30 pm for both males and females and is an 
opportunity to participate in a social tennis 
competition.  
All levels of players are welcome. 
So if you are interested in playing but haven’t 
yet registered please contact Kate Rutherford 
(44651438), or come on down to the courts on 
Friday the 18th March at 5 pm where there will 
be a competition warm up concluding with a 
fully sponsored Tennis Club BBQ. 

Kangaroo Valley summer touch footy 

competition is on the big wind up as residents 

brace themselves for shorter days and more 

fog.  

The two new teams of the 2004/2005 

competition-“Tropical Harrison” and 

“Kangaroo Valley Escapes”- have apparently 

survived their first season.  

The old standards of Rebbecks Kitchens, 

Barrengarry Bandits, Selbys Earthmoving, 

Blind Toucan Café, KV Country Club, the 

Bowlos, Gorman’s Electrical and S&T 

Hindman Builders, are doing their usual battles 

and giving some to the referees!  

There has been the usual array of injuries –

generally quickly forgotten, thanks to the post-

game early medicinal interventions.  

The next couple of weeks are set to bring out 

the best in all these players- young & old 

alike!!.  

Here’s to an enjoyable, high sports octane 

close of the season. 

over a dozen along the way-skytes!!  

In “B” grade the big glasses went to Angie 
Winch, Pru Pritchard, Terry Rebbeck and Peter 
Morgan.  
The less austere crystal, but still worthy of the 
challenge, was bestowed upon Lynn, Fran 
Pritchard, Peter Stanton and Roley Steven, for 
their gallant attempts at slaying the opposition. 
In “A” grade the inevitable happened although 
the injuries served as a momentary distraction 
some would claim.  
Gayle Harvey, Rosemary Stanton, Oliver Radic 
and Bruce Rodway (subbing for Oscar Scherl) 
took out the big glasses and left the smaller 
wares to Ingrid O’Connor, Vicki Mc Intyre, 
Sergio Gomez and Dave Gazzard.  
According to Courtside roving reporters there 
were some long deuces and extended rallies in 
the women’s set making for some great 
spectator interest.  
Well done to all participants. 
The junior finals, after a late shuffle due to the 
many end of year competing demands, were 
held on a quiet Wednesday afternoon, in front 
of an intimate crowd of siblings and parents. 
The victors on the day were Team D consisting 
of Andrew Kent, Bryce Rutherford and Katie 
Baker-Williams.  

In their wake was Team I starring Harry Reid, 
Stacey Bowers and Max Champion.  
Well done to all junior finalists who will be 
presented with their awards on Friday the 11th

March, when the Junior Competition begins 
with presentations and a sausage sizzle to 
celebrate! 
The Tennis Club is busily organising their 
Social tennis Calendar for 2005 so watch this 
space for further details. 
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FRIENDLY INN HOTEL 

THE HEART AND SOUL OF THE VALLEY 

The THE FRIENDLY INN HOTEL 

...the heart and soul of Kangaroo Valley 
 

HANDIPUB SPECIALS 
 

for March  
 

     Cougar Bourbon 700 ml                    $27.99 
 

     Johnnie Walker Red Label 700 ml       $26.99 
 

     Bundaberg U.P. Rum    700 ml          $26.99 
 

     Bacardi White Rum  700 ml               $27.99 
 

     Jacob’s Creek Varieties 750 ml          $  7.99 
 

     Rosemount Diamond Varieties 750ml $11.99 
 

     Smirnoff Ice Bouble Black 4x335 ml   $12.99 
 

     Jack Daniels & Cola 4 x 375 ml          $14.99 
 

     Crown Lager 6 x 375 ml                    $13.99 
 

     Woodstock & Cola 6 x 440 ml             $12.99 
 

     Bundaberg & Cola 6 x 375 ml            $14.99 
 

Offers valid for the month of March 2005 or while stocks last 

Pool Comp each Thursday night  
Raffles on Thursday nights 
Full TAB and Sky Channel 
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For Advertising  

in the Valley Voice 
 

Please call  
4465 1887 

Valley Tourist 

attractions 

and activities 

 

Golf 

Kangaroo Valley  
Country and Golf Resort 

44 651 131 
 

Canoeing/Kayaking Hire 

Kangaroo Valley Safaris 
44 651 502 

 

Museum 

The Pioneer Farm 
44 651 306 

 

Canoeing/Mountain 
Bike rides 

KV Escapes 
44 651 866 

 

Horse riding 

The Man from Kangaroo 
44 651 912 

There is plenty to choose 
from in this beautiful and 

relaxing valley 

Fox Baiting program notice 
Dog owners north of the Shoalhaven River  
should be aware that a widespread fox baiting 
program using 1080 poison is in operation 
between March 5 and March 20. 
Individual sites are signposted.  
Owners of property within 1000m of the bait 
station have been notified by mail. 
Dog owners need to be aware that dogs and cats 
are susceptible to 1080.  
Owners need to keep their animals under their 
control and on their property at all times during 
this fortnight. 
For more information, contact Greg Thompson 
from Shoalhaven City Council on  
043 11 33 000 

(Continued from page 11) 

family, and so the provision of a micro-farming 
enterprise, e.g. giant gourmet snails or bottom 
end of the market grass-cutters (large ratty 
guinea pig creatures always kept in cages and 
sold for slow stewing with garlic) would 
provide enough income so a child could attend 
school, and health interventions such as malaria 
risk reduction measures and immunisations 
would be available. 
At one school there was a wonderful pageant 
with an array of acts from all of the schools, 
starting with the traditional African harmonies, 
fluid athletic dancing with evocative arms 
weaving.   
Through the skits, the style ‘advanced’ 
chronologically to the modern hip-jerking 
cacophony of rock and hip hop, a cultural 
overlay valued more by the adolescents than the 
adults.   
There was skit to play out the dangers of AIDs, 
and karaoke singing.   
Highlight was the voodoo performance, and 
many seemed genuinely alarmed by the power 
suggested. 
Several haystacks joggled and circled into the 
centre, in a traditional fearful performance of 
the power of voodoo; these haystacks had a 
startling modern overlay of fluorescent pink and 
green, and at intervals the attendant men twisted 
the top then tipped the hollow hay tent to reveal 
something not there before, a pot with a piece 
of paper, a small crocodile.   
Dancers with huge masks came on, enticing 
people from the audience onto the dance floor, 
then mimicking lewd performances with their 
victims.   
For another performance, students of dance 
came from Lomo.  
Very active children in project areas were 
allowed to go to a special dance school, and 
their dancing was brilliant, emphatic and 
balletic.   
As well as the lines of girls or boys passing 
across the stage vividly telling a story in their 
movements, there was a boy who limboed 
under a blazing bar, a girl whose singing and 
dancing could grace any stage in the world. 
At Abomey, centre of the old kingdom of 
Dahomey, we visited the tombs and monuments 
of kings past – those who took captives in their 
wars and sold some of their slaves to ships that 
came from afar.   
Meeting the people of Benin, I was staggered 
by what a travesty it was for such regal and 
beautiful people to have been treated as if they 
were lower than the slavers and ‘owners’.   
Visitors permitted to enter the land of the dead 
in one tomb were instructed to walk out 
backwards respectfully in order to re-enter the 
land of the living.   
The story was told of one revered king whose 
hundreds of new widows had wanted to be 
killed and buried with him to serve him in the 
next land, but only forty could be chosen. 
Ganvie is a community built on stilts over an 
enormous shallow lake, by a tribe originally 
avoiding attack and evil spirits by taking an 
area no other tribe claimed or could easily 
attack.   

The Layering of Cultures Palm and wood huts sit on 
their own platforms, and 
boats are the connection.   
A larger platform has more 
recently been filled in for 
the school, and water 
hyacinths are colonising the 
lake, so the floating village 
is changing.   
One boat had the name 
‘Venis d’Afrique’. 
Development aid is a vital 
part of the Beninese 
economy.   
After independence in 1960, 
there was a series of military 
coups, a period of Marxism 
and several constitutions.   
The fine line which overseas 
development aid agencies now must walk is to 
enable health, education and livelihood for 
people in need – without disturbing the cultural 
identity and choices of the  people, without 
disturbing the government’s role, and without 
exploiting areas for trade opportunities, thereby 
leaving vulnerable monocultures or 
dependencies. Bornefonden, CCF Australia, 
and other members of ChildFund International 
consult with communities and then build local 
capacities to perpetuate skills for a sustainable 
society.   
Links are made between donors/sponsors and 
the children in communities, increasing the 
understanding in Australians of what it is like to 
live in Benin. 
This is not an easy place to live, even just after 
the rainy season.   
The land is harsh underneath the periodic 
lushness.   
Yet the people of Benin have pride and 
wholeness in their smiles.   
The bright colours and designs in vibrant 
printed cottons are a visual representation of the 
celebration of life.   
Africa as a whole has given music and dancing 

loved the world over, to weave people together 
and warm our sense of human connection.   

Alice Oppen, CCF Australia, member of 

ChildFund International
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Them what whispers down the well, 

About the goods they ‘ave to sell, 

Will not make as many dollars, 

As thems wot climbs up trees an’ ‘ ollers. 

EASTCOAST SCREENS 
(PORTFOX P/L TRADING AS) A.C.N. 053 760 259 

JOHN BULL CENTRE 
PRINCES HIGHWAY, BOMADERRY NSW 2541 
PO BOX 90, BOMADERRY NSW 2541 
Phone: (02) 4423 3300  Fax: (02) 4423 0528

  eastcoast@shoal.net.au  

*  Security doors 
*  Fly doors 
*  Window grills 
*  Fly screens 

DRYDEN PLUMBING SERVICES 
Plumber, Drainer & Gasfitter 

Obligation-free Quotes-24 Hour Service 
Call Mark or Margo 

Phone 44651503 Mobile 0413 99 1080 
Lic. No. 11234 

For all your electrical, data & telephone requirements 

Phone: 4422 3588                       Mobile 0427 442 004 

New Local Business 

 
Cleaning Services 

 

*        Residential           *        Business 
Personal and reliable service, using only environmentally safe products 

 

Call Audrey for obligation free quotation 0408 668 712 

The Village Green Nursery 
Est 1988

Pot Plant to Paddock—We cater for all! 
Tubestock, Windbreaks, Hedging,  

Fruit, Seedlings, Natives and Exotics 

Consultation service

Open 7 days  

Ph/fax 44 651 533 Jo or Darren 

Jacob Adams—Horticulture 

* Garden maintenance 
* Garden restoration 
* Bush regeneration 

* Revegetation Services 
* Horticultural consultancy 

 

Phone 44 651 235 Mobile 0415 852 450 

Peter Watson 
Building   Carpentry 

Handyman 
Landscaping   Stonework 

General Gardening 
0403 180 644 

 
 MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS 

Your solution to mechanical & property maintenance needs! 
   Quality workmanship by a qualified tradesman 
   Break-down and after hours service available 
 

Call Simon Shine on 4465 2328 Kangaroo Valley ABN: 60 198 426 162 

Nowra Driving School 
Auto—At Your Service—Manual 

Qualified, Experienced, Male & Female Instructors 

Special *Offer on Gift Vouchers 
Buy a voucher for 3 lessons, receive a 10% discount 

Ideal for Teenagers, Seniors ‘Age Test’ or Anyone wanting to 
get started behind the wheel! * valid to 24.12.04 

Ph. 4443 7810 or 0412 669 381 

Paul Obern Arborist Services 
 

Qualified Tree Surgeon with 10 years Experience 

Tree Reductions, Section Felling, Felling, Dead Wooding, Fire 
Reduction Clearing, Thinning, Mulching, Dangerous Trees Re-

moved – all sizes 

Call Paul Tel: 02 44651391 or Mobile No. 0405 180 566 
Free quotes—Competitive Prices Kangaroo Valley Area
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Kangaroo Valley Security 
Regular and casual patrols of  

properties and premises 
Alarm responses – Security signage 

Static guarding 
Sales of alarms and associated equipment 

Fully licensed security operative servicing the Valley 
 

Ph 44 651 659  Mob: 042 865 1659 
Master Licence No: 407376632

Ian McLean 
 

Phone/Fax 4464 3267 
Mobile 0427 643 267 

MIKE & CATHY GORMAN 

 !!!!! Electrical Installations – Home/Business 

 !!!!! Smoke detectors, Surge protectors, Safety switches 

 !!!!! Garden and Entertainment lighting 

Mobile:  0427651540

Phone/Fax:   44651540

1005 Wattamolla Rd Wattamolla, 2535 
       Lic No. 46822C                          ABN 76 031 101 072

CARPENTRY & JOINERY 
Established in Kangaroo Valley            

for 20 years 

*      All forms of building work – 
new or old 

*      Small loads, rubbish removal, 
               Landscaping & drystone walling 

*      Trenching 
·*      600mm & 450mm auger 

SHANE HINDMAN -  0405 188 334 
Licence No R88689 Fully insured 

ALSO  
BOBCAT

& TIPPER HIRE 

KANGAROO VALLEY PLUMBING SERVICES 
 

Lee Dale: Tel 0405 224043 or 4465 1942 
Licence No: 158073C 

 

24 hours—7 Days Emergency Service 
15 years experience 

Same day hot water system replacement 

Jodie Foster  
Wholistic Therapist

Enjoy a sensory journey to soothe the body and mind.  
Treatments range from; Facials  

Swedish body massage Aromatherapy Reflexology  

Phone: 0404 388 976 
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This space could be yours 
 

 

Please ring  

44 651 887 
 

for Directory or display advertising 

in the Valley Voice 
 

       

The $680 Million dollar plan to pump 

Shoalhaven Water to Sydney has been 

rightly met with alarm and concern in many 

quarters of our local community. 

While it is clear that the NSW Government will 
have to devise a plan to sustain a reliable water 
supply to the Sydney metropolitan area, 
expensive ‘quick fix’ solutions give future 
generations little hope that this precious 
resource will be in abradant and ready future 
supply, not to mention any environmental 
damage done to our River for the sake of 
Sydneysiders.  
It is not unfair to suggest that the level of 
community consultation on this topic was 
extremely poor.  
The first that many heard of this plan was when 
the Labor Government announced its intentions 
through the Sydney Media.  
Perhaps they thought we wouldn’t notice.  
Indeed, it was without any notice to Councillors 
in the Council Business Paper that our City’s 
Mayor introduced an emergency ‘Mayoral 
Minute’ at a meeting of Shoalhaven City 
Council on 19 October 2004 which proposed to 
endorse changes to the Sydney Catchment 
Authority’s pumping regime to the Shoalhaven 
River.  
In moving the motion, the Mayor said that these 
pipelines to pump water from the Shoalhaven 
River were designed to ‘top-up the Sydney 
system’.  
It also seems that the State Labor Member for 
Kiama has gone to water stating that pumping 
water from the Shoalhaven River will, “Deliver 

as much as an additional 110 billion litres of 

water each year – the equivalent of 110,000 

Olympic Swimming pools into the Sydney 

catchment”.  
Our local Kiama based MP continues to defend 
his Government and ignore our community by 

Council Chatterbox saying, “Construction on Stage One would start 

as soon as 2007 following consultation with 

affected communities”.  
After proposing the expenditure of $680 
Million dollars on a glorified Sydney siphon, I 
very much doubt the thoughts of an angry 
community will reach the doors of lawmakers 
in Macquarie Street under this Government. If 
community consultation is to be genuine, the 
horse must come before the cart – not after the 
plan has been announced and agreed to be 
Council.   
Recently, Warragamba Dam hit a new low of 
38.5% of its capacity.  
It may interest readers to learn that Sydney 
Water does already pump from the Shoalhaven 
River and has the capacity to pump over 2 
billion litres per day.  
With Sydney Water supplies critically low, this 
pumping will undoubtedly continue but the 
proposed pipeline will provide the opportunity 
to take much more.  
The current extraction of 2 billion litres can be 
taken from our Dams and our River.  
The damage to the Shoalhaven River is 
increasingly apparent.  
Not only has lower River levels lead to salt 
water creeping further up the River, but the 
increase in blubber, jelly fish and discolouration 
of the River water is more obvious than ever 
before.  
But does this plan work both ways?  
If Sydney is in flood and the Shoalhaven is in 
draught – will Sydney Water flick the switch 
and pump the other way?  
This question raises an interesting point in 
respect to environmental flows. 
The State Government currently claims that 
under the proposed new plan that they will only 
pump from Shoalhaven Water supplies at 
Tallowa Dam when Tallowa Dam floods and 
the Shoalhaven River reaches above the 95th

percentile of environmental flows.  
However, in the Mayor’s own Mayor Minute he 
says: 

“…Under the current extraction regime, water 

is and has been taken from the Shoalhaven 

River during periods of very low flow, leading 

to depletion of water in the Tallowa Dam…
Under the proposed amended pumping regime, 

Tallowa Dam would remain at a high level 

under most circumstances and pumping from 

the Shoalhaven River would cease during 

periods of low flow…”

If they are taking our water now, does the 
Mayor seriously and honestly believe that by 
building a bigger pipe that (by the State Labor 
Member for Kiama’s own admission) can pump 
110 Billion litres, Sydney will actually pump 
less?  
Further, if Sydney is already draining Tallowa 
Dam without consideration for water storage in 
the Shoalhaven, will those pressing buttons at 
Sydney Water suddenly have a change of heart?  
Personally, I won’t be holding my breath. I 
should remind readers that it wasn’t that long 
ago that the Shoalhaven was on Water 
restrictions while Sydney was not.  
Perhaps someone could introduce me to the evil 
genius who decided that putting a community 
of 110,000 on water restrictions to support a 
City of 3.5 million was a sustainable solution.  
In my mind, the lack of community 
consultation on this plan raises a volley of 
questions and concerns.  
Apart from those above, in essence if the State 
Government is only taking water from Tallowa 
Dam and the Shoalhaven River during flood 
periods, wouldn’t Warragamba Dam be in flood 
too?  
If Warragamba is filling up why drain our 
supplies? 
I cannot and will not blindly endorse a plan that 
clearly affects our community in a negative 
way.  
I call on the Labor Member for Kiama to put his 
community first and fight a plan that will 
disadvantage the Shoalhaven district.  
I also call on the Mayor to guarantee that this 
plan will not threaten the water supply of our 
district. 
There is much water to go under the bridge on 
this issue…although that water will most likely 
be pumped to Sydney. 

Gareth Ward

Whole question of “water 
siphoning” needs close 

examination 
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Claim the date!  

Sunday April 24     7-30 pm 

                                 Classic songs of the war eras 

                                 Presented by “In the Mood” 

                                 At the Valley Club 

Monday April 25    10 am ANZAC March 

                                 11 am Essay prizes and family 

                                 sausage sizzle 

                                 2 pm Traditional “Two-Up” at  

                                 the Valley Club. 

Wot’s on in the Valley 

Monthly events 
 

Mon (1st)           KV Rural Fire Service meeting – 7.30 pm – Fire Shed – Bill Chittick 4465 1242 
Mon (2nd)          Senior Citizen’s Meeting  - 10.15 am – Kangaroo Valley Bowling Club. 
Mon (3rd)          A & H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall – Betty  Allan 4465 1154 
                            Historical Society – 11 am – Pioneer Farm – Gerry Garrett  4465 1419. 

Tues (1st)          CWA 11.00 am to 12.30 pm followed by a shared lunch and handicraft session.
Tues (2nd)          Pre School Meeting 

Wed (1st)           Pioneer Farm Landcare 1.30 to 3.30 pm,  Tess Heighes 4422 7147
Wed (4th)           Pioneer Farm working bee 10 am to 2 pm Bring tools to suit your expertise 

Thurs (2nd)       P. & C. Meeting – – KV  School 
Fri (1st)              Environment Group – 3.30 pm – Pioneer Farm – Peter Stanton 4465 1688 
                            Pioneer Farm Landcare 1 - 3 pm.  Tess Heighes 4422 7147 
Fri (1st)             Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare 9 to 11am near picnic area.Tess Heighes 4422 7147 

Fri (2nd)            View Club Gen Meeting &  Luncheon – 12 pm – Hampden Bridge Café 

Sat (1st)              Environment Workbee – 9 to 10-30 am  Tennis Courts – Tess Heighes 4422 7147 

Sat (last)             Brogers Creek Landcare – Andrew or Liz 4465 1482 

Sat (3rd)             9-11am for Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare, meet at Upper 
Kangaroo Valley Hall

Sun (1st)             Family Friendly Contemporary Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church 4465 1585 
                            Family Evening Service 6-30 pm Uniting Church   4464 1034 

Sun (2nd)           Communion & Traditional Service – 9.30 am – Anglican Church  4465 1585 
                            Communion Service            9 am           Uniting Church            4464 1034 
Sun (3rd to 5th) Worship Service                  9 am           Uniting Church            4464 1034 
Sun (last)            Fishing Club Competition day – Harold Sharman   4465 1140 

*

The Kangaroo Valley Voice is delivered free to all house and land holders within the mountain boundaries of the Valley 

*Subscription to the Voice is available at a cost of $36 per year  
Our data base of addresses needs to be updated regularly so if your address is incorrect please let us know. 

  Please tick the appropriate box:         I AM A NEW RESIDENT 
                                                              I HAVE PURCHASED PROPERTY 
                                                              SUBSCRIPTION  -  (Cheque or Money Order only thank you) 
                                                              CHANGE OR ALTER ADDRESS 
  Your Mailing Address:-                                                                                                                              
                                         Name _________________________________________________________________            
                                                  
                                                       
                  Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________Post Code__________ 

K.V. Voice Office:-  Pioneer Farm, Kangaroo Valley 2577.   Phone/facsimile (02) 4465 1521 

If you wish to advertise, have a story to tell, or know of any item you feel  would be of interest to our readers we would love to hear from you

Bi-weekly events 
 

Tuesday (2nd & 4th)              Lions Club Al Fresco – 7 pm Carolyn Green 4465 1384 

Thursday (1st & 3rd)             Men’s Group  7.30 pm - Bob Dunn 44651056

Friday (1st Friday & 3rd)      Upper Kangaroo River Bushcare Group  Les Mitchell 4465 1564    
Friday (1st even months)       Environment Group – 3-30 pm Pioneer Farm -Chris Nobel 4465 1285                 

Special events March 2005 

Organisations are invited to use this page to claim the date 

for any events they are planning, so as to avoid doubling up 

and clashes with other groups.  

Contact Janette Gale 44 652 185

Weekly events 
Mon – Fri    Bus Service to Nowra and          
                                    Highlands   -  4423 5990
Mon – Sat  Mass   St. Joseph’s 6.30 am 
Mon             Bingo – 7 pm  KVB&RC 
Mon             1-3 pm Women's Bible Study  
                     Anglican Hall 44651585 
Mon&Wed  10-12 am Women's Bible Study -  
                     Anglican Residence 44651585 

Mon Wed Thurs 1-3 pm Women's Care & share -  
                     Anglican Hall 44651585 

Mon             Mon low-mod intensity exercise 
                     class Hall 8.45 am 4447 8332 
Tues             9 am Association Croquet 
                     Tues Men's Bowling - 1.30 pm, Casual  
                     Contact Club 4465 1175 & leave name  

Tues             10-12 & 6-8 Iyenga Yoga 44 651 364
Tues             Cuppa & kids Sunday School Hall 10am 

Wed            Tai Chi Hall 8.30 am 4447 8332
Wed             Croquet Club  9 am  Valley Club 
Wed             Rural Fire Service Training at Shed 6pm 
Wed             6-8 pm Iyenga yoga contact 44 651364 
Wed             K.V. Police Station  -  10 am to  
                     6 pm for enquiries and assistance    
                     4465 1144. 

Thurs          5 pm Golf Croquet 
                    Exercise Class 9-15 am KV Hall  
Fri               2 pm Association Croquet 
Fri                9.30 am Pilates -       44651918 
Sun              Bowling Club - 'Barefoot Bowls'  
                     From 11.00 am  
Sun               KV Rural Fire Service Training – 
                     Fire Shed  9 am 
Sun               Anglican Church Service  9.30   am 
                     Sunday School    9.30 am 

Sun               Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am 
Sun               Uniting Church Worship  9 am   (2nd to 
                     5th Sun) and Worship  6.30 pm  (1st) 

March 3                 Public meeting about public amenities proposal  Hall 7 pm 

March 4                 World Day of Prayer 

March 5 and 6        Clean Up Australia Day .  

March 6                   Kangaroo Valley Preschool GARAGE SALE + SAUSAGE              

                                 SIZZLE! To be held in the preschool grounds from 10 am till 4 pm.  

March 20                 Petanque, Valley Club 3-30 pm 
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SCHOOLS & CHURCHES

Preschool               Wendy Allan         4465 1327 
Public School        Mark McCarthy    4465 1182 
P & C                    Liz Aitken             4465 1847 
Scots College        Ian Boyle               4465 1089 
Bomaderry High Marylin Henderson4421 0699 
Anglican Church   Graham Castle      4465 1585 
Sunday School      Irene Dunn            4465 1056 
Cuppa and kids     Shannon Chittick  4465 1367 
Catholic Church    Anne Dynon          4464 1910 
Uniting Church     Graham Bird         4464 1034 

CHARITIES & SERVICE GROUPS 

CMR Institute       Isabel Butler          4465 1248 
Lions                     Tony Barnett         4465 1800 
V.I.E.W. Club       Betty Allan            4465 1154 
C.W.A.                  Win Palmer           4465 1649 
Amnesty Int.         Libby Turnock      4465 1357 
Environment         Chris Nobel           4465 1285 
Wires                                                   4862 1788 

AGES & STAGES

Nursing Mothers    Karen Beeston     4465 1098 
Cubs/Scouting        Cathy Gorman     4465 1540 
Senior Citizens       Majorie Good      4465 1341 
Seniors Group        Deborah Butler    4421 0975 

OTHER ORGANISATIONS 

Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew       4465 1482 
Pioneer Farm          Elaine Apperley   4465 1306 
Historical Society   Gerry Garrett       4465 1419 
Osborne Park/Hall  J. Lenz                 4465 1272 
A & H Society        Betty Allan          4465 1154 
K.V.Rural Fire S    Bill Chittick         4465 1242 
Tourist Assn           John Payne          4465 2123 
Iyengar Yoga          Rose Andrews     4465 1364 
Rock-Wallaby        John Jordan          4465 1062 
Alcholics Anonymous  Rick               4465 1113 
Upr/Rvr Prog Assn  D. Loneragan      4465 1364 
K.V.C.A..               Tony Barnett        4465 1800 
KV Garden Group Lee Sharam          44651756 

Group Secretaries - please check & update details

EMERGENCIES  

Police                         13 1444 or 4421 9699 
Ambulance                000   
Poisons                      13 1126 
Integral Energy         13 1003            
Lifeline                      13 1114 
Fire                            000 

SPORTS & EXERCISE 
Tennis Club         Nigel Lewis             4446 0638 
Hockey Club         
Cricket Club        Greg Thompson      4465 1531 
Golf Club             Chris Firth               4464 2424 
Canoe Club          Graeme Mounsey    4465 1597 
Pony Club            Penny Anderson      4465 1543 
Ladies Bowling   Margery Good        4465 1341 
Men’s Bowling    Phillip Chittick        4465 1035  
Fishing Club        Vinnie Winch          4465 1448  
Croquet Club       Heather Kelly          4465 1608 
Aerobics              Shauna Broad          4465 1388 
Soccer Club         Spike Rutherford    4465 1438 

Hey! We just want to have fun. The Valley young citizens, ready to rumble in the old rough and tumble. 


